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Olympic 
Gold 
Medalist 
comes 
to dine 
Goin9 overboard 
lYNDSlY BURNS I H,rald R,poner Olympic Gold Medalist soft­ball player Jessia Mendoza will be the guest of honor at a much-anticipated dinner at Roger Willia.ms University on Saturday, Oct. I .  This will be the second annual Olympic event chat RWU has hosted. "Having such an accom­plished softball player as Jessia Mendoza presents a very unique opporrunity for our team to meet and learn from one of the best softball players of all time," said second-year RWU Softball Coach, Joya: Maudie. "Jessia is not just a great role modd and softball player, she is a tremen­dous ambassador for our sport, as a teacher, a clinician and a professional athlete." Medoza is a two-time Olym­pic Meda.list, winning a gold m<dal in Greece in 2004, and a sUver medal in Beijing in 2008. Medoza is a three-time World Champion and World Cup Champion. as well as a cwo--time Pan American Garnes Medalut. In 2006, she was named the USA Softball Ath­lete of the Year, and in 2008, wa.s named the Women's Spans Foundation Sportwoman of the Year. Whije earning her Bachelor's degree in American Studies and 
See OLYMPIAN, page A3 
AMANDA N!WMA.N I Managing Editor Roger Williams University f.a.culcy members goc their sea legs when they were aken out into open waters with the RWU Sailing team for "Bring Your Professor Sailing" day. Amanda Callalun, AssisWll Athletic Director, Head Sail­ing Coach, and Warerfront Coon:Unator1 said that this year boasted the best rurnout she has seen in her five years with 
the university, with just under well as bond with the students ten facu1cy mcmbcn signing who invited them aboard, ac­up to SCf sail, including Prcsi- cording to Callahan. dent Donald Farish. Mike It wasn't all smooch sailing, Gallagher, Assistant Direcror however, since the weather of Athletics for Rccn:acion and took a rum for the worse as Facilities Services, and Donna . soon as the ships slipped onto Flannery, Administrative A,- the water. sisttnt, were also present. "'k soon as everyone got "Bring Your Professor Sail- off the dock, it staned down ing" day gives faculty and sralf pouring. It wasn't even just the oppottunicy to experience like, 'Oh, it's raining;' it was the ca.mpw from the water as pouring rain. The wind picked 
CoUKtESY ABIGAJL Cook up, and a bunch of people capsned - exccft for President Farish; he didn t capsize,• Cal­lahan said. "Overall, I was very im­pressed," Callahan said. "It could have gone horribly wrong. People could have been huuified of the whole thing ... ti:d� �1:r .. had a great ar-"They had a blast," Callahan said, smiling. "I chink." 
Cultural cineilla coilles to caillpns 
RWU to be.first non-Ivy League school to host 
New England Festival of Ibero American Cinema 
AlWIDA NEWMAN I Managing &li!or Roger Williams University will join the likes of Brown, Yale, and Danmouth chis weekend as it becomes the first non-Ivy League school to h0S1 the 20 II New England Festival of Ibero American Cinema (NEFIAQ. Oq Oct. 2 and 3, the NE­FIAC will be showing several a,=d-winning films in Global Heritage Hall (GHH). "It is a great honor for us to be included," said Paola Prado, Assistant Professor of Commu,. nicatiom: ... These accomplished filmmakers are very devoted to their craft, and have manc_lged to create award-winning films under very difficult conditions and .•. persecution. That we're able to bring chem [10 RWU] is impon:am." Prado said she worked on 
the committee that helped to bring the films to campus, which included professors Au­tumn Quez.ada-Granr and Ale ­jandro Leguizamo. The effon was spearheaded by Assistant Professor of Anthropology Jer­emy Campbell. Together, the Communications, Anthropol­ogy and Sociology, History, and Psychology departments brou�r the NEFIAC 10 RWU. "What makes this special is chat the people doing the leg­work arc faculty passionate about engaging their srudents in this culcural area," said Rox­anne O' CoMell, Chair of the Communications Depanment. .. We arc so fortunate to have, on ampus, faculty who are happy and willing to bring these op­portunities to our students and the East Bay community, I chink this is only the begin-
The Bears are back in town After their championship season, the Bruins are on the hunt fat another championship 
PAGEA6 
ning.� _ RWU is being treated not only 10 the films, but the minds and motivations behind the mov­ies, too: the filmmakers will be on campw this weekend, A special reception will be held at 5:30 p.m. before the Sun­day screening of "lmpunidad," and the Brazilian and Cuban filmmakers will be holding a question-and-answer session at the Sundar screenings, as well. Also, lsrae Cardenas and Laura Guzman, the husband and wife team, who directed one of the films, "Jean Geniil," will be speaking to classes on campus 6ct. 6. The films that wUI be shown have won prizes in Venice, lraly, and other mp festival venues, according to Prado. They have been making the rounds of the international film festival 
cir cuit, but arc unlikely to be found in U.S. theaters any time soon. According to its Facebook �• the NEFIAC strives to encourage the appr�ation and production of Latin Ameri­can, Spanish and Portuguese cinema, both as an an form and as a mcd..ium of information and education,• and to 1'enrich and enliven the culrural f'ClOurccs of the New England community and to foster the understanding of Ibero Ameria by fucili12ring academic exchanges, confer­ences and direct access to Ibero Americ.an filmmakers." By bringing the filmmakers to 
NEf�c �'!'Yts se��ss��nai!�: enriching the RWU commu­nicy, as well. 7he NEFIAC is slattd to show films this w,r/rrnd on C4mpus. 
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Public Safety 
names interim 
director 
Literary mag. gets new 
leadership, new name 
R.J. State Police vet 
Pamela Moffatt-Limoges 
serves campus in new role 
NICHOLLE IUCIL!Y 1-lleport,r After 23 years with the Rhode Island Seate Police and 3 years 
��: 'rif�::r �o/
v
�tJi� Safuy, Pwi Moffat-Limoges was named the Interim Dircc- · tor of Public Safety on May 21, 2011. The previow dire<:-
::;J:�!eui� &>�f�:'1s� town. R.I. J:: is closer ro fis home. Moffat-Limoges will be t:O��tBll'!ct�r until the po-"! have applied for the [per­manent] position and I am hopeful," Moffat-Llmoges said. 
and she said she has many plans for the future. She has rcnovatCd the main gate and guard howe with new furnishings so it has a friendlier atmosphere and is aesthetically pleasing when peo-
h�� �ffi��•!tfi� a!!�0n� uniforms and polo shins. "My plan _ going forward is to have my officcrs go to training and become more involved in thingl that happen on campw," Moffat-Limoges said. ..I do have a lot of goaJs for the future to make the departmenr bener." One of her primary goals is to decrease the number of students being transponed to the hospi-
CLARA MOSES I Herald Reporter The literary publishing course at Roger Williams University was placed into new hanW this year, and in cum the magazine that is a product of the class is changing as well. Professor Edward Delaney is • insuucting the creative writing course, CW330, for the first time this semester. Previowly, Professor Renee Soto caught the class. "Professor Soto decided she wanted to turn her attentions elsewhere alter doin11, CW330 for a number of years, Delancy said. With the control Qf the course and magazine switc.hing from a poet to a fiction writer and journalist, changes in the course and its product arc sure co be seen. "We'll still do fiction and po­eny, but I hope to also bring in nonfiction, both essays and some reportage, and phorograp phy, both anistic and jownalis­tic," Delaney sald. "We will also do author interviews and may even seek out graphic novelists 
and the like." This completely new project is replacing the magazine ro_ger, of which Soto used to head. This year, the class will be putting out a publication with the name Mount Hope. Dr. Rohen Cole, Dean of the Feinstein College of Arts and Sciences, asked Delaney to take on CW330 last spring. "After a few months of discw­sion on the matter, the dean and the provos t  reaffirmed their inreresc and suppon of the mis­sion. They felt, as I do, that we should indeed continue to put out a magazine, both as profes­sionaJ expe:riencc fur creative writing students, and, we hope, to serve as an as.sec to the uni­vetsity," Delaney said. "The literary publishing courn: provides our students with hands-on editing and publish­ing experience that they could take into the workplace upon graduation or use as a credential to apply to a graduate program in writing and publishing.," English professor Jame, Tack­ach said. 
Even before Soto and roger, there was Profes.sor Manha Christina and Calliope, a very similar project. "Martha once acrually headed a literary press here at RWU called Ampersand Press, which published several books a ye,x," Ddaney sald. And even b.fore Calliope there was Aldebaran. Liter­ary  publishing is nothing new co the students and faculty at RWU. "As with roger and Calliope, thi."1,ublication will publish the work of outside writers and an­ises, firom anywhere," Ddan"I' said. "In other words, this isn t a magazine that publishes RWU studencs, which is done capably by Mouth of the Bay." Mount Hope will not publish work by RWU faculty of s12ff either. Delaney and his 14 srudencs say they hope to put out the first issue in March 2012, al­though nothing is ddinite. As bclaney said, "It will be different not only in name but mission." 
Moffat-Limoges joined the Rhode Island Seate Police when ,he was 22 years old. "'I was one of the first warp.en to come on the stater.lice in Rhode Wand," she ,aJ 
ra.l for alcohol poisoning. "I want to have my offi.ccrs focus on open containers, espe­cially in public," she said. "We want to make sure students are making the riltht choices." When Moltat-Limoges was 
Rough patch ahe_ad She retired in May of 2008 to take the job as Associate Direc­tor of Public Safety at RWU. Moffat-Llmogcs and Blessing, who were hired together, had similar backgrounds. "We wer,/ both State troopers. We gradu­ated from the state police acad­e�:r. together," Moffat-Limoges sa, As associate director, Moffat­Limoges's job was ro help the director in his job performance. As the interim din:ctor, her role is more administrative. Moffat­Limoges got her fim adminis­trative test during Hurricane Irene at the end of August. "l had to make some big de­cisions on what was going to hap�n with our depanmenr and how it related to the Uni­versity; Moffat-Limoges said. '"I went to all the meetings and then had ro delegate to the peo­ple below me." Since becoming Interim Di­rector in May, Moffar-LimQRcs has accomplished a great deal 
on the state police, her area of expertise: was in domestic vio­lence, sexual assault and hate crimes. She said she uses her ex­perience in those ficlW everyday while working at RWU. 
Pumpkin shortage may leave 
some New Englanders lacking 
•1 think that since I've been AMANDANEWMAN I-Managing Edttor here, all my experiences and Though it was nearly a month training has really helped me ago that Hwricane Irene made here with different things that landfall on the east coast as a have happened," Moffat-limo- u�pical storm, the effectS arc � said. still resounding throughout the Moffat-Llmogcs said she en- North East, this time ra.lcing jor, her new Jmition at RWU. aim at a fall staple: the north-I'm excite and honored that cast's pum.fkin crops: I was requested to be the inter- " ... There s going to be an ex­im director," she said. "I would ueme shortage of pumpkins be thrilled if I was �ppointed this year," Darc.y Pray, owner as the director. Overall, I think of Pray's Family Farms in N� I'm happy things ere going the York, told the Associated Press. way they are." Pray was forced to watch as Her door is always open to Irene washed away 15,000 to students and st21f alike, she sald. 20,000 of his pumpkins. "I'm willing to \I/Ork with ev- Pray's predicament, however, eryone to try and make �- is one that has been apcrienced thing better for the university. 1 by many farmers in the north­ernmost states, including N� York and Vermonr. I ""The rivers overflowed and washed away entire crops in some parts of Vermont," David Frerich, owner of Frerich Farms in Warren, R.I., sald. "The Connecticut River cawed a lot of dcsuuction." The damages don� to the pumpkin crops were wide­spread: farms are still trying to access how bad the shortage will be. The other lingering question is of how severely the shonage will affect the pumpkins' retail values. Some places, like N. Y., are already feeling the pumpkin pinch, with prices spiking up 
to double their normal whole­sale prices - which could mean cx,n,umers could b, paying up to $1 S a pumpkin. Frerich, who only suffered m i ­nor losses from the storm, said he was "glad [Frerich Farms] was not one of the unlucky ones." Irene is not the sole reason for the crops' demise, however. According to The Washington Post, heavy spring rains de-
Consumers could be 
paying up to $15 a 
pumpkin as a  
result of the 
pumpkin pinch 
layed planting, pushing back the harvest dates. The pressure is on for the farmers come the fall, as they rwh to reap their pumpkins in time fur the retai l  season, which wually begins in the middle of Septemb.r. Add to that more rain, and suddenly, the pumpkiru are not the only things (hat are drowning: the farmers begin losing profit. Frerich says that the postpon­ing planting at any time is aJ­
wafS a slippery slope. "When you plant  your pumpkins later, 
you encounter more trouble," he sald. "They 're less developed, the leaves can fall off, and they don't have as great a chance to survive because they haven't matured." Frerich credits his crops' suc­cess in part to their location. "_I _plant my pumpkins in foUI different towns, including Bris­tol," Frerich said. "It's all about the location. My plants aren't in low-lying areas; there's a slight pitch around them, which helped drain the water our." Fortunately, Rhode Island seems to have fued well de­spite the rainy season and tropi­cal norm squalls. Jan Eckhan, ownCI of Sweet Berry Farm in Middletown, R.I., said though his pumpkim also survived die storms, Sweet Berry Fa.rm was 
not without some casualties. •Some of our other crops were affected," Eckhan sald. "OUI raspberries, 0owcts, al'ple,, and peaches all took a hit. Despite the damages to his farm and the pumpkin shortage, &khan said his sales arc still on par with last year, and that his pumpkin prices will remain the same 69 cents a pound. Frerich also vows to keep his prices as low as possible. "Even though there's a shortage, I'm going to keep my prices where they arc," he said. "Times arc already tough." 
Commons ups prices 
ALISON ROCHFiJID I Herald Reponer During the 2010-201 1  school year, the Upper Com­mons at Roger Williams Uni­versity was ranked fifth for best food ar a college in the nation, but at a price: The cost of a sin­gle card swipe for a student to enter the commons has gone up by as much as $2.25 in the past year alone. 
"Honestly I'd like to see where our money is going and see what we're paying for for each meal," said junior Brian Graff, one of the students who noticed. the increase in prices. While the additional money is not going towards any addi­tions to the Commoru, Gubara describes the change as "neces­sary." Due to the currenc state of the economy, "the prices of oil the prices of food have skyrock­eted. Also the labor costs over the last three years has gone up at least three percent.'' Gubata said. 
local farmers,• Guba ta said. "We pay a little extra fur that. We pay about 10 cents a gallon more, but our milk c.omes from a cow right down the street rather than coming from some­where in the Midwest." Not only is this food organic, but also "it's fresh and keer,s our locaJ fumers in business,' Gu­bata said. As the rankings clearly show, the students of Roger Williams University get their money's worth - as long as they arc will­ing to eat a full plate of food. 
MARK Fusco 
Pam,la Moffett-Limoges, Interim Dirrctor of Public Safety. 
According ro James Gubata, the generaJ manager of Bon Ap­petit, RWU's food management company, he "probably would have been better to increase them in small amounrs over the three years, bur instead [he] kept prices flat and now had to kind of increase them signifi­cantly." Gubata says he docs not regret the increase in prices, only that he did not inform parents and 
Not only have the prices of food production risen sharply, but also the Upper Commons uses primarily local organic food. "Our prices arc a teeny bit higher. That's because we buy local milk and we support the 
"If you want to come in and just have a Hnle salad and not eat anything else then it's not re­ally worth it for you and that's where 1 suggest that you go ro the lower commons and buy a small salad," Gubata said. students of the changes. , 
N'.EWS THE fuWl(S' HERALD SEPTEMBER 'Y, 2011 I l\J 
Despite recent upgrades, Internet still disappoints 
LYNDSEY BURNS 
QARA MOSES I Herald Reponer 
Improvements were made to the processing abilities of the infamowly finicky Internet at Roger Williams Vnivenity over the summer. One of the rwo changes made is currently affecting Stonewall Terr:ace, Maple Hall, and Cedas Hall. "We improved hardware in three of the residence halls so that itdroccsscs more efficient­ly." sai Suzanne Basnes, Chief Information Officer. "We're go­ing to keep doing that through­out the ca.mpw as budget al­lows.• 
te�� �ani; ;�alSd,ti':r Low and the architecrure build­ing. as wdl. Also, a second campw-wide improvement · was made to the school's band­width, but some :students still have compla.ints. "The Internet in [North Cam­
pus Residence Hall (NCRH)] is horrible," said junior Tom Lin of NCRH, where he now Jives, "Literally, last yeas, I had per­fect Internet all the time." Lin used co reside in Maple, before their hardware was im­proved. Hb: current suitemate and fellow junior Erin McGinry said she agrees that NCRH's In­ternet needs more changes. 
"We also increased the band­width so that movie downloads or things like char run faster," Barnes said of the second change that should be improv­ing the whole campw. However, Lln says it is almost impossible for him to watch YouTube videos, even though there should be no problem with these new improvements. Gasnes should also be running more smoothly than ever. At this point, though, both Lin and McGinty said they have all but given up on Skype, becawc their video chat calls arc so unreliable with their shaky connection. They even claim to have issues with less complicat­ed uses of the Internet. "I'll uy to go to a page and it will ake years," Lin said. "We haven't been getting any complaints," said Barnes of chis semester. However, Barnes said she is completely open to student feedback and is planning to meet with Student Senate soon to receive some. "It helps us to plan or be able to assist the students," Barnes said. 
Despile the schooli best efforts, stwknts ar, still perpetually puuJed by the inconsistency of the 
Internet at RWU. especially in the r,sidence halls. 
"This is the newest building on campw; how come we have the worst Internet?" McGinty said. 
'"'There mi�t be a corner somewhere where we need to make an adjwtmcnrt Barnes said. "In some cases, we don't know where somebody might like to work. It might not be a common area., bur if we can make an improvement, we ecr­u.inly will try to improve it" 
OLYMPIAN: Medalist Medoza to join 
Women's Softball team for dinner 
her Master's degree i n  Social Sciences at Stanford University, she wu four-time First Team All-American. •we're all very excited to hear her ,peak." said Stacy Brouith­ron, a senior and a pitcher lor 
the softball teasn. Among those atten<ling the Olympic event dinner, wiU in­clude Wilma Briggs. Briggs participated in the former All­American Girls Professional Baseball League. "We are very 
The Lion King roars 
back to life 
RJ SCDflllD I Hffald R,pomr 
It is the 61m that stole audi­cna:.s' hcaiu: and rook them by storm back in June of 1994, ccaching the world what ic means to take your pbce in the "Circle of Life." Now, in Sep­tember 201 1 ,  audiena:.s arc al:ilc to reconnecc with this animaccd juggcma\lc· as Disney rolls ouc a tt:rclease, this time cransfcr­ring the cwo dimensional Sim• ha, Mufasa, and other beloved characters to Disney Digital 3D. "The Lion King." the thirty­second film in the Disney ani# maced feature canon, broke box office records over the Sept. 16 weekend, -beating our newcom­ers .. Drive," "Scraw Dogs," and "I Don't Know How She Docs Ir: whose combined grosses equaled close to half of "The Llon King's" $30 million intake according to website Box Office Mojo. Adding this to the film's already massive domestic gross of $3 I 2 million accumulated back in 19941 and in addition to the film's 2002 IMAX run's earnings, the 6lm's roraJ domes-­. tic gross adds up to a sum high-er than $600 million dollars, if adjwccd for inflation. The movie .still remains the highest grossing hand-drawn animated. film of all time. A rerelease has not topped the �cckend box office since the 1997 reissue of the sixth episode of the -scar Wars" fran­chise. All the more amazing is the seventeen year gap bccween the film's initial release and the present reissue, as films usually tend nor to draw 
a crowd co theaters after such a Jong gap in time. Mon: than anything. it is a ccscamcnt to the film and its abiliry to remain in the public consciowncss as a truly remarkable work of art. "I basically waiched ("The Lion King"] �cry day when I was a child." said freshman Tyler Mourey. "(l'he reissue] brouitht back a ton of child­hood memories." Nostalgia is always a big f.tc­tor for success when it comes to Disney's animated. films, and this recent success is no excep­tion, as it has been rcponed that much of the audience arc either kids who grew up watch· ing it or fans who now have children and want co share the funiJiar experience of watch­ing h in chcatcl$ with them. Whatever the reason, one thing is for sure: if Disney can con­tinue to make animated fea­tures that can come dose co the level of quality and success of "The Lion King," it will have a bright future ahead once more. One could call it the circle of an iconic movie's life. 
Continued from page Al 
excited abollt having Ms. Briggs on our campw," Maudie said. On Sunday, Oct. 2, a softball clinic hosted by Medoza and the RWU Softball teasn will be available for girls in gr:ades 5 through 12. Following the 
clinic, there will be a coaches' hitting clinic. The funds ac­quired from the Sarurday din­ner admissions, and the Sunday softball clinics will go cowards the RWU Softball Teasn's spring trip. 
"Pica is participating in this event to help our team raise money for our spring trip, so it is a unique way to raise money," Maudie said. "Ow team is so fortunate to have this opportu� nity." 
The 
GAVEL 
Your sou,ce for Slrldent Senate News 
Senate Gets Involved 
(Right) Senate 38 stops to take a group 
picture alu,r their meeting Monday night 
(Below) New freshman Senator Allison 
Manning practices her Jui Jitsu at the 
Crime Prevention Fair on Thursday, an 
event Senate e<>-,Spo,,soced with Public 
Safety. 
Want to Join a Committee? 
Come to a meeting! 
Public Relationlll 
Wednesday 8:45-9:JOpm GHH Room 200 Student Affair, 
Wednesday 8-B:45pm GHH Room 200 Academic 
Tuesday at 6pm io GHH 107 
Clul>I •nd Ori!• 
Wednesday 6:JOp,n in Senate Charnbc11 Finance 
Wednesday 7-Bpm in Senate Chambers 
Sweet Sixteen 
Student Senate is now complete after 
the addition of three new Senators last 
Monday. 
Freshmen Allison Marujing and Nick 
Moon, as well as Sophodlore Lilly 
Naqvi, were appointed General Sena­
tor status and look forward to the year 
ahead with Student Senate. Senate 
looks to utilize the new members to 
their full potential. 
"I couldn't be more excited," Presi­
dent Nick Tsimortos said after ap­
pointing the new members, "Having a 
full Senate this early in the year will 
give us the opportunity to reach out to 
more students across campus." 
FRESHMEN ELECTIONS 
October 5th and 6th 
Pick up your Election Form in the Senate Office! 
Que•tlons? Concern•? evnt.a.:;t us at :It ·SIDiftAt�.�•1.1 
Bl!l), 22, ::IOll THE HAWKS' HDw.o I NEWS 
426 Fitness leads 
Parker Mi l l  rebirth 
BIISllll PHOENIX I Contributed Artide 
The old Parker Mill is seeing a n:birth of sorts these days, and it's all due to the innowtivc imagination and community­minded philosophy of owner Mark Lombari, a member of Warren's Economic Develop­ment Board for the past five months or so. Leading the old brick f.taory's n:birth is 426 Fitness, where there's much more going on 
---- I than jwr lifting weights and Bu,T L 1'11m Nrx wallcing the treadmill. .,_ h S'/o • --'- , __ ; r.,,;, R . k M. . , ,_,_ ., , "I want everyone ro enjoy .;wm� err w 11UJK "'""' VT< m 'lttnc amn l "&01h u themselves when they come pr,pp,d for a scro, at Sh,// St. jn Wftn,n, hen:," said Mr. Lombari, 45, of 
Film crews shooting movie 
in Warren and Bristol 
Scituate, who's owned 426 Fir­nw for the past two years. Thiery percent of 426 Fitness members come from Bristol and 30 percent from Warren. Barringron residcncs represent approximardy 25 percent. With 250,000 squan: feet of space, then:'s plenty of room to add new members. There are more rooms dierc than the Hilton. 
11151'll'IIOINIXIContributedArtid• 
Bristol's waterfront will appear in a 61m that's being shot now, in adclirion to providing a bcau­!t1 sJ::'� stay for some of 
Di.rector, producer and writer Jtmny O'Kccfe, a Maryland rtatlvc who spent summers as a kid in a conage on Touis.scc Point's Shell Road, didn't have to look far when he was think­� about sets and locations for "Somewhere Slow," the new drama he wrote and is directing. About a week ago, a c� of nearly 30 Bew into Boston from the West Coan and drove to Warn:n, when: they'll spend the next wc.ek or more filming ac a secluded cabin at Toui.ssct Point. Scenes also will be shot in several locario·ns in War­ren, such as The Coifcc Depot, Tom's Market, and the Town 'Wharf. a.s well a.s on the Bristol waterfront and other locations. And, several scenes wen: filmed in the Point Srn:et area of Provi­denc.c. · •Somewhen: Slow" tells the story of Anna Thompson Ues-
salyn Gilsig of "Nip/fuck," "Boston Public" and "Glee") who leaves h<r old, boring life behind ahu witnessing a crime and meeting a mystcri­ow suanger {Graham Patrick Martin). The cottage in which the ma­jority of the film is being shot is still in Mr. O'Kttfe's family, and he said it is a perfect spot for many of the movie's scenes, whkh involve Ms. Gilsig and Mr. Martin's characters hiding out from the law. The cast and crew arc s�ying in several Touis.set cottages, and also at a private home on Po� pa.squash Poinr in Bristol. Linc producer Dawn Wicrcin­ski said the cast and crew hope to wrap up shooting by mid­month, as there was a dcadJinc 
last week to submit a rough cur of the film to the Sundance Film Festival. The film, which will undergo funher revUions and editing from there, will also be �ubmined to the Cannes and Toronto film festivals among others. Also scarring Robert Forster, Lindsay Crowe and David Costabile, look for it to be released next year. 
NATIONAL NEWS 
•we try co have a little bit of everything for everyone," said Mr. lombari, whose interior dwir blends a loc of the Parker Mi.11'.s historic mystique with to­day's modern offerings. "I want a place that pc;:ople en­
joy coming to. People feel good about themselves. here." Long history The transformation of what was originally known as Parker Mill No. 2 into what it is today, is truly remarkable. The mill was built on farm­land in E..sr Warn:n in 1899 as a branch of Fall River's Parker MiU Inc, The f.tctory produced fine cotton go<>m. The miU was closed down in 1968 and cvcnrually became the home of Carol uble Co. Then, Display World Inc, bought the propcrry in 1996 and, while the bwi­ncss itself closed in 2006, Mr. Lombari continued. to lease the suuccure a.s a warehouse and small bwiness space. Mark I..ombari sits in his mod­est, nostalgic-themed. office and 
reflects on how much he enjoys what he's doing these days. "I feel �ood about what's going on here, he said. "I have a great staff, the members here s«m to be happy with what we have to offer, and I'm always looking ro improve things. We have sratc­of-the-an equipment, all the space you could ask for, and so much more." With 40 employees and a pro­fessional certified staff, there an: plenty of oiferini;s: A boor camp that challenges the entire body with calisthenics and oth­er exercisesi Fit-Tck, a personal training studio for individuals who prefer a dirca a.nd intimate sening; Hardcore, a condition­ing program covering strtngt}i, endurance, balance, agility, flex­ibility and core; Indo-Row, the 
only health club in the area with a year-round indoor baseball and slow-pitch softball batting cage. Private instructions a.re available. And, then:'s Zumba training, a Latin-inspired cardio dance and cone program. Bccawe of ia wide-open sur­roundings, 426 Fitness olli:r,; a private la.dies' only workout room, a life fone.ss women's express cirruit, cardio theater, youth wn:stling. Weight Warch­en., Kid's Corner, youth pro­�• nutrition and R-A.D. self-<lefense. Mr. I..ombari was happy to ac­commodate the Bristol Youth Wrestling program, when:by youngsters who participate a.re able to train and practice at the 426 Fitness f.teility. "I'm always trying to do more 
BRISTOL PHOP.NIX 
426 Fitness owner Marie Lombardi in th, am,bics room. 
only private low-impact, in­door rowing work.our; and Just Dance, a private dance stUdio under che direction of owner Sherry Winn of Warren located with 426 Fitness for childn:n age 20 months to adult. Jwt recently, 426 Fitness in­troduced Parkour, where par­ticipants arc challeng<d against an indoor obsr2de course. The goal is co navigate the course in the most efficient way p<»siblc using only their bod.la in this boor camp-style class. Then:'s also Pauly's Cage, the 
within the commu.:n:" he em-f=:�c�Jnac's y impor-"Mark has been f.tneasric," said Bristol Youth Wn:sding coach Steve Mand. "We were look­ing fo_r a more permanent place, and he opened up his arms to us. Things have been going re­ally well hen:." Free services for 426 Fitness members indude Croup X · classes, rowel service, daily lock­er rentals, health scminan and body fa testing. 
Obama gives feeble economy sl im hope 
with new job stimulus plan 
!AN lllfFH I Hmld A'90<1ff 
The current state of the econo­my is frightening to many. Not 
only to those who re.side in The United Scates, but also to nearly every nation in the world. A few w.elts ago, Pn:sidenr Ban.ck Obama unveiled a $447 billion · job, plan in hope of assisting the rtcovcty of the economy. Essentially, the plan would supply a de<pcr employer pay­roll-tax cut. Thu would create a. 3.1 percent Social Security deduction, in rum ma.king ic half of wha.t it was this yar. Employer payroll.tax contri­butions would also be reduced by half, and a tax cn:dir would be granted co employers who hired those that had been un­employed for a long time. The remainder of the changes that Obama's plan would create, said David Brooks ofTHE N,w You: TrMP..S, would consist of new spending on the rccon-
strtiction of infrastructure, plus biUions in subsidies 10 states to protect the jobs of those who arc teachcB, polia:men, and firefighters. The question rtmai ns though: will these new policies truly grant aid to a nation in much need? While Obama shied away from referring to this new plan is a second round of stimulus, his objecrors were not afraid to voice their true fccJings towards the plan, "Washington can't create jobs," said John Tamny of Forbes.com. A shon-term pay­roll-l2X cut would simply not lead to hiring beause employ­ers are not hiring for the short term. Rather, businesses a.re in ft for the long-term .ero6t. lhw, many feel as though Obama', plan would ultimately be in• effective. However, the &ct of the matter is that Oba.ma's 6.n.t 
WoRLD NEWs 
stimulus did indeed hdp the economy. The nonpartisan Congreuional Budgi:1 Of­fice calculates that the first Obama stim­ulus saved or =ared 3.6 million jobs. John Cohn of lheNe-wRepubl ic .  com said that, once �n, this "stimulus" could make a difference. In fact, many economists believe that 
Obama', new plan could hdp, adding roughly 
1 .3 million jobs to the economy by the end of 2012. Obama plans on having -t\ -the govcrn-
ro;ntm�h of this new plan by ra i s ing  
taxes on  those who are already affluent, both corporations and citizens. This, of course, is an­ocher topic of much debate, though. One thing is for certain as de­bate continues in Washington over how to aid the .economy: p<>litics an: playing a la,ger role m the reform than the actual best interest of the nation. Until these Jcrialy political agendas dissolve, the nation will con-tinue to be in grave dan­ger of utter economic class. 
AdditioMI 
rtporting by THE WE.EK 
I . l i t  1 1 1•0, 1 ,( 0,1 ... ���� ... 
Pa lestine to apply for statehood 
The Palestinian government looked likely to make apply full srarehood at the United Nations, last week. The bid ��uld liker n:sulr in a proposed par­t1t1onmg o currently lsr2eli-held land, induding the capitol city o( Jerusalem. 
The United Scates, an ardent Israeli ally, is likdy to veto the application in 
the UN Security Council. Some Euro­pean governments suggested Palestine apply for "observer statehood/' on par with the Vatican City's current status. 
U.S. h ikers freed from Iranian Ja i l  
Iran released o n  bail two American hikers serving eight-year jail sentences for spying. Shane Bauer and Josh Fanal were arrested in 2009 after crossing the border from Iraq. They say they strayed into Iran by accident but were convict• 
ed of espionage and illegal entry. Sarah Shourd, who was arrested with them, was freed lase year. 
Reporting by Tus ECONOMIST 
EDITOR'S DESK I I DI IOR I LAN'T GET ENOUGH? I AS Ben Whitmore Read onlinc 8Whitmore4l6@g.rwu.edu hawksherald.com 
RI le�slation unfairly benefits non-citizens 
AMAHDA NEWMAN I Managing Editor while strcnJl:thcning our work- college graduates to change the bit. 
I was idly scrolling through my 
Twitter feed at lunch Tuesday 
afternoon when I s:iw a tweet 
from @Huf!PostCollegc that 
caught my eye: "Rhode Island 
approves in-state ruition for un­
documented immigrants." 
I couldn't resist; I had to read 
it. And when I reached the end 
of the aniclc, I had to read it 
again to confirm that I'd actual­
ly read it correctly the first rime. 
The aniclc detailed the newly 
passed Rhode Island legisla­
tion that wou1d allow undocu­
mented (sec: illegal) immigruu 
students ro receive the in-state 
tuition discount currently of­
fered to Rhode Island residents 
attending public universities, 
such as the University of Rhode 
Island. 
According to the wide, the 
legislation was approved by 
Gov. Lincoln Chafee, who, in 
a letter to the Board of Govcr­
nars, wrote, "This policy change will improve the intdlecrual 
and culrure life of Rhode Island 
force and 6.elping our econo- Rhode Island work force? While I am by no means say­
my.• Chafcc would probably re- ing that I am against equal op-
Now, I'm not one for politics. mind me that the state proposed pornmitics, I must remind the 
But even I can't deny the liberal a bill in March aimed specifi- government that as a native ' 
slant that is currently slinlung caJly at college grads, which citizen of the United States of 
over these student affairs. offered Rhode Island graduates Americ.a, I am also eligible for 
Apparently, I wasn't the only a tax credit if they chose to re- the .same opportunities, and yet 
one taking issue with the legis- main in the Ocean State. I am not extended those chanc-
lation. After he came under cs. More importantly: I cer-
firc for his decision, Chafec ------------- tainly am not receiving any 
issued this statement ro 1hiJ bi// tsstntially tells ptop/e who discount on my tuition. 
N
"
B
I
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: are living hn-e undocumented that it's But before you write this 
ts o y 140 srudcnts, ok
:/.
- do not worry about thefi,u:t off as just another girl grip-140 undocumented stu- , . ing about her bills, realize 
dents graduating a year at you rt not legal ngh
t now. that I am aware that we 
out of hundreds of thou- _____________ Roger Williams University 
sands that graduate from students attend a private uni-Rhode Island. Only 140 thararc But riddle me this: If this is vcnity, which is excluded from 
graduating are undocumented, an open credit, couldn't the the in-state tuition rate, regard­
so it's a very small population undocumented students, who less of1C£al, status. Thac's not the 
and other states have done it." arc already receiving in-state cu- point. My point is that this bill 
But the question remains: ition rates (and potentially ad- essentially tells people who are 
docs char make it okay? I should ditional finandal aid, based on living here undocumented that 
think not. The line of "other their individual financial sirua- it's okay; do not worry about 
states have done i," reminds me tions), also reap the bendit.s of the fa" cha, you're no, legal 
of the. old "if everyone. !umped this other tax credit, thus mak- right now. Instead,. they have 
off a bridge, would you? adage. � their college expenses vinu- the opportunity to come to our 
The answer, obviou�9'1 is no. ally disappear? country, receive an education, 
Next question: Tell me, Mr. I don't know about you, bu, and probably get a job, all for 
Chafcc, how do you expect 140 char grinds my gean just a linle an extreme-coupon rate, while 
Letter to the ed ito r 
Dear Editor 
I rcaJfy enjoyed Katlyn Proctor's Hawks Herald aniclc "Gcning 
lnvolv� Got Mc a Job." It was very Jl;OOO. Thank you for provid­
ing a "shou, out" about the Career CClner. 
Recruiters/employers share that they like to see campus aaivi­
tics in which students were actively involved that allowed them 
to develop and demonstrate transferable slulls such as leadership, 
teamwork, event organization, or financial management. Now 
more than ever, companies are looking for college graduates with 
the kinds of skills and experience you find outside the classroom, 
skills that show leadership, the ability to interact with people, and 
time management skills. Especially if your activities also rcffcct 
your passion for yow future career or interest 
Jwt a quick note . . . .  The Career Center doesn't primarily assis, 
srudena with just internships. We work with students and alumni 
in assisting with career exploration, professional resume and co�r 
letter preparation, job fairs & networking receptions & panels, 
graduate school information, off and on c.ampus position lin­
ings, post-graduuion employment, and job search a.ssisrance for 
alumni. 
Our services arc available to all students and alumni. 
Looking forward to reading more anides abou, careers and 
internships. 
Carolyn Tidwell 
Assiscan, Director, the Career Ccn,er, Roger Williams University 
those students who suive for 
perfect marks still have to de-­
dine their dream school heca.we 
they can't afford the ruition. 
Instead, we arc encouraging 
undocumented srudencs, saying 
that so long as th
ey 
swear aUe� 
giance and to seek legal status 
posc�graduation, we wiU allow 
them to attend our universities, 
in the hopes that they will be 
filled to die brim with promise, 
and intelligence, and go forth 
and stimulate our economy. Thar's wha, America's all abouc. After all, isn', h the land of op­
pommity, the land of dreams? 
The land of dreams seems, to 
me, to be turning into the larid 
of sleepless nights spent stress­
ing over what to do after col­
lege: anend graduate school and 
defer the van loan payments for 
another rwo years, or attempt to 
begin slowly chipping away at 
the thousands of dollan of ac­
cumulated debt by looking for 
a
1
·ob? 
don't know about you, but 
I'd say that's something wonh 
rweetlng about. 
HAVE YOUR OWN LETTER? 
If you've got an opinion, share it. Write to us! Herald 11h1t1gra11her's outtakes 
hawksherald@gmail.com 
We'd love to share your thoughts on a campus topic. 
Patrolman Jason Benhelette, from the Woon.soch:t Police Department, and Enw, the 7-year-old 
German shepherd from the Coventry Police Depanmenes K-9 Unit, impressed the crowd gathered at 
the Crime Prevention Fair behind the Rec Center last Thwsday. Berthelette bravely donned a padded 
wool suit and endured attacks from Emo, who was under dose supervision by his trainer and panner 
SS!. Bryan Ricci from the Coventry Polic.c Department. . Keeping as safe a distance as he dared, one HAWKS' HERALD photographer �na�ped �way with � 
camera during one of Enzo's violent bouts of barlung. Later that day wh�n rev1ew1n� h1S photos, th
_
JS 
HERALD photographer n�ticcd th,at one of his, s�ots had cau�t Enzo mid-snarl, domg his best Cu JO 
impersonation. After scemg Enzos full-bore bwmess fice, this HE.RALD photographer had a Im more 
respect for Benh
_
detce. Thu's a whole 'lotta dog. 
· All we ask is that you sign your name. · 
A persona l  cha l lenge from Photo Ed itor Mark _ Fusco 
For my emirc life, I have been the proud owner of a full h
e_a
d o f  hair. I n  fa�, at 
some points, I feel my mane could give Mufasa a run fur hlS �rone. The prmt 
date of this issue ofTttE HAWKS' HERAJ» falls on my 22nd birthday, and a cl�sc 
friend of mine always said birthdays were for change. However, I fed change IS 
more fun with a challenge. 
On Oct. 22, ar I p.m. the Roger Wim�s University Inc�r-CI� 
Council wiJI host a St. Baldrick's Day event to ra.Jse money for ch1ldrens cancer 
research. Ao:ording co the St. Bald.rick's Day websi,e, �e eve_
nt beF as a bet. 
between friends who shaved their heads to show solidarity with children fighting 
cancer. 
In the spirit of St. Baldrick's Day, I will make you, our loyal readers, a wager: 
as of todav, our Facebook page has 47 kinj, d�ted fans who have 
"liked us.'' lf our numbers can reach 250 likes by Oct. 21, I, Mark 
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Fusco, the longhaircd photo editor, will go under the buzzer and 
. shave my head. To sweeten the deal, if we get 500 "likes" by 
tha, same date, we will al.so film the event and show my trans• 
formation jmo my newly bald state on our Facebook page for 
all to sec. 
Please note, THE HAwx.s' HERALD has also 
placed a donations envelope on the office do:cn. We 
arc in the O
rg 
Suite of the Campus Recrcaoon 
center located just behind the WQRI radio booth, 
room 202. So please drop by, say "Hi," and make a 
donation that will go st�Jtht to th� �t. ,!3a)drick's 
Day charity . . .  and dont furr 
to hkc THB 
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Profile of a hawk 
Ke lsee Loche: Ta l ent 
ahead of her t ime 
G!ORG! IOV!ROUX I Herald R.,,.,ner Many times in sports. experi­ence is every thing. For Kclscc Loche, her vast experience in volleyball is a very important factor in the way she plays. "I started in seventh grade," said Loche, "I played on the freshman ceam because of the size of my school." Loche attended a very small high school where she had a graduating class of 72, wich 300 kids in the entire school. Due to the small size of her school in Millis Mass., Loche got co play with the hieh school girls when she was nilfin middle school. A 
,he has already been named che Commonwealth Coast Confer­ence (CCC) Llbero of che Week three weeks in a row, her first time receiving a conference ac­colade. Despite this ac.claim, Loche still wants more. '"There's always things to improve on," she said. WhiJe Loche says she wants to continually improve her own play, she does this in order to hdp her teacn fulfill rhc high apcccarions placed upon thun entering the season, as they were picked to win the CCC in the pre-season polls. 
DSP1cs,COM nan char caclywa, nothing new 
Scott Boucher, a sohpomor, midji,ltkr, bring, th, ball up th, ji,ld in th, Hawks' r,cmt match. to her. "I started school vecy eacly, 1 
"We won the conference the past twp years, but this is the first time we're the favorites/" Loche said. "By chis point we all expect to be a winning team. 
Our goal is to absolutely win a game in the NCAA tourney, where we made it the past two yea.rs but haven't won.• Hawks soar to sixth-straight win 
was in first grade at  age four,• Loche said, "my mom was ready to get me out of the house so she enrolled me early." 
JOSI! W!lNRH I Herald Reponer The Roger Williams Universi­ty Men's Soccer team extended their streak to six as they im­proved to 7-0-1 wich a 'win over MIT last Wednesday night. The win, however, did not come easy. The MIT Engineers kept the Hawks defense on their roes throughout much of che g;,me. However, the goal at the 62nd minute by midfielder Billy Kis­sane (I 6) was all che Hawks needed, as chey pulled away wich che 1-0 win. The first half did nor go well for the Hawks, as they: were outplayed and were on the de­fensive for much of che half. MIT had -,,ral solid chances, on� o( which occuned at che 26th minute when MIT goal­'={>cr Dylan Rankin lofi<d a strong kick past che midfield that bounced over the heads of RWU defenders, allowing MIT freshman John Kramer • to sprint past and finish off the b=kaway. The play, however, was ruled a handball, thwart-
ing Kramer's attempt to score. Much of che first half was played in RWU 's third of che field, al­lowing the Engineers to put rons of presswe on the Ha'3/ks defense. However, the defense hdd strong, led by tight play by junior Kamali Webson (S) and goaltender Jon Pelloso (1). Pel­loso made some key saves in the first half, blocking six attempts on net and keeping the Hawks very much in the game fur most of che ha!£ After what were probably some harsh words from head coach Jim Cook, che Hawks started raking it to MIT in the second half. The Hawks finally broke through at the 62nd minute. A nifty passing play by Daniel Ca­ruso (6) and Bradley Macdon­ald (10) led to a pass straight to che feet of Billy Kissane (16), who put in the back of the net, his fuunh of che season. Kissane h2d a strong game, moving the ball well and creating chances all over che field. Wich che lead, the RWU defense continued its 
Now a 20-ycar-old junior, sta..lwan defensive play, keeping Loche is filling big shoes in the the Engineers off the boa.rd de- Hawks backcoun. Loche played · ch · · d sh · significantly as boch a freshman 3:�t:ffe�:i:::�d.\/ebson1l!d and sophomore, but this year is a valiant defense with the help the first that she has a starting of Paul Arute (24), Rich Pomc- gig all tp herself, raking over for roy (3), and Andrew Nigro (8), AII-Ameri':"" Jill Huro, who as the Hawks maintained che I graduared m May. shutout and rolled into their "[Hurd] was one of my be.st sixth suaight victocy friends," Loche said, "She rook Andn:as Daza (7) ·also had a me under h,,er wing when I was strong game in the midlicld a freshman. for che Hawks. He had a few Thar friendship hdps make chances to score most notably the transition a little easier, but at che 43:4 S mark of che =ond doesn't me';!' cha� stepping �p is half which was a strong shot not tough. �av.mg to s�ep mto from just outside Che box that an All-Amencans shoes JS nerve was saved by MIT goaltender racking, bu, it's just .making Dylan Rankin. However his me p�sh myself harder, Loche ball movement was exceptional s.ud. Not only for myself, but rh�u bout the game and really to J:ll�Vt: to my teammata I can hd the Hawb get the win. do it. e Hawks arc now 8-0-1. It seems Loche has _nothing With their srcUar goaltcnd- more to prove; so far dtis season ing, strong defensive core, and a talented group of forw>rds who keep scoring timely goals, chere seems to be no stopping the Hawks who, as of ridit now, jwt seem to keep on roiling. 
The camaraderie the Hawks hold is going to be a big part of their NCAA chanc.cs, Loche said. "This is the first year we have a lot of returners," she said. "We have good chemistry and it's a huge thing char will propel us." Volleyball is one of the biggest parts of Loche's life, but not the only important thing. Her brother reandy deployed wich the Marines on his first tour in Afghanistan back in August, whom Loche describes as her "bes, friend." When Loche is not playing chc spon she loves, shes teaching it to ochers. She helps her old club coaches host camps back at home to spread the spon chat she played almost year-round growing up. By tcachlng others about vol­leyball, she is giving chose girls che same head sran she had 
The Bru i ns  sta rt t ra i n i ng  
ca mp, l ook  to  repeat 
JOSltWflNREB I Herald Reporter The Stanley Cup Champion Boston Bruins took to the ice last week to start training camp fur the upcoming season. After spending the summer cdebrat­ing through the streets of Bos­ton, and racking up a bar uh of $156,679 at a local bar, che defending champions take to the ice once again looking co build off of last season's success. Yee, the question on everyone's mind is: Can they do it again? The boy, in yellow and blacl<: were no doubt impressive in che Stanley Cup Playoffs last season, beating the Montreal Canadians, sweeping che Phila­delphia Flyers, and cruising past che Tampa Bay Lil(hrning on their way to the Stanfey Cup Finals. Their success continuecl. heading into the macchup with the heavily favored Vancouver Canucks. Rely ing on a stellar defense led by the big man Zele­no Chara and Vezina Trophy­winner Tim Thomas, the Bru­ins strangled their opponents, while the offense stepped up in a big way. In the end, the Bruins outscored the Canucks 23-8, and took home their first Stanley . Cup in 39 years. Ar che end of the season, the Bruins lost 
man Tomas Kaberle and for­ward Michael Ryder, who no doubt will be missed as Ryder was a Hghcs-out scorer in the playoffi. To replace chem, che Bruins acquired rugged forwud Benoit Pouliot via free agency, adding size and skill to already tough roster. They also acquired Joe Corvo via trade from the Carolina Hurricanes. Corvo is an .. offensive defcnseman," and should complimeot players like Zach Boychuk and Andrew Fe­rence on the •blue line fur the B's. So now, back the million dol­lar question: Can the Bruins 'return to their former glory in 201 1 -2012? The answer. Why not? The Bruins kept their 
che secviccs 
' of defense- � 
..-, .. , " .. ,..,,., � 
ro.scer relativdy the same from their Stanley Cup winning sea­son, but with a player like Zele­no Chara on che blue line, and a goaltender like Tim Thomas in net, you always have a chance to win. Chara, the six-foot­nine-inch Slovakian dcfense­man, was a force to be reckoned with in the playoffs, scoring rwo goals and seven assists in 24 games. His presence on 
the ice i g:�\en� I noticed, and his le a d e r -ship abil­ity on and off the ice is un­deniable. And if a 37 year-old lim Thomas can continue his unbelievable play, and che offense once again steps it up, there is no rea­son the Bruins cannot once again be one of che NHI.:s rop teams come next April. 
NICK WIWAMS I RWUHAWK.S.COM • 
junior Ktlm Loch, is filling th, big sho,r !,ft by r,cmt alumna 
and AII-Am,rican athkr, Jill Hurd in th, Hawks bacltcourt. 
FA1.1. SPoRrs Ti-:,u.1s' RF<:ENT R1-:su 1 1 s  
Women's Volleyball 
9.27. 1 1  J 7:00 p.m. 
vs Emerson 
W 3-0 (25-19, 25-
1 5, 25-17)· 
Women's Tennis 
9.27. 1 1  I 3:30 p.m. 
at Eastern Nazarene W 9-0 
Women's Soccer 
9.24. 1 1  J 2:30 p.m. 
at Univ. of New 
England 
L 0- 1 
Men's Soccer 
9-24. 1 1 1 12:00 p.m. 
at Univ. of New 
England W 4-1 
Men's Rugby 
9.24. 1 1  J 1 1 :00 a.m. 
vs Bryant University 
W 10-3 
Women's Rugby 
9-24. 1 1  J 12:00 p.m. 
at Salve Regina W 39-12 
77% of RWU 
students said that 
they would not get 
married while in 
college 
'1 don't know if I would 
get marrieef in college, 
but I would definitely 
get engaged,:" 
"Don't jump into it. 
Get an education first. 
If your partner is the 
'right person, ' they 
should understand the 
importance of learning 
about yourself before 
you become one in holy 
matrimony. " 
80% of RWU 
students believe 
that the best age 
to get married in 
between 26 and 
30 years old 
"Getting married before 
you earn a degree may 
not be the smartest idea, 
but sometimes you just 
know if you've met the 
right person. " 
S E PT E M B E R  2 9 ,  2 0 1 1 
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SECTION B 
SARA D. l'HOTOCRAPHY Alida and Russ Con,;l,,n danced thrir first dance as a marrkd coupk tog,ther on July 16; 20 J J. 
Student union: 
Collegiate newlyweds 
"We got a lot of criticism and had people trying to talk us out of it ... But when you know, you know." 
MICHIW m I Herald R,potter If you fcl
\sE
u were ready, could you tw-n in your Saturday ni t parry di= fur a wedding di=? And then move rom a dorm to a house with someone you now call y�ur husband or wife? At the age of 20, many young c.ollege students are now embarking on this jour­ney ca.Jlcd marriage. According to the 2010 United Scites C.ruw Bureau, the average age for males to get married i, 28-year.;-old and the average female is getting married at the age of 26. Do you think you could do ic?1 Kayla Sweeney, a Roger Williams University junior, and her fianCC Justin Dulak can confidently say that they have found their soul mates. Some judge and some arc jealous, but for chem, it is their relationship and that is all they need. Sweeney and Dulak, both 20-years-old, met in June of2010 through mutual friends. S ince then, the couple :� �ic�not imagine being with anyone other than "'We decided we wanted to be married now, because we're sure," Dulak said. "We 've found that focusing on a career and marriage doesn't necessarily have to be separate things. Everything we do, we wam to do it 
together." This past March, Sweeney and Dulak took a weekend trip to New Hampshin:. Sweeney thought she was go­ing to spend a nice weekend with her boyfriend but Du­lak had other plans. Sweeney, who loves playgrounds, did not expect anything of it when Dulak took her to a park during their trip; secretly, Dulak planned to pop the question. "We had discussed it on a few occasions," Dulak said. "We'd known for awhile we were heading in that dlrec­tion. It was only a matter of when." "[Dulak] asked my parents bcfon: he proposed, so they knew." Sweeney sa id. "My Family loves him, !O they were rcally excited." Since their engagement, Sweeney and Dulak have al­ready set the date of June 23, 2013 for their wedding. 
�=�
n
0��J:e��:»%::' :S:ho�t;.t�
ning will be "It really isn't that stressful." she said. "I'm so hwy with class work that the wedding planning has to be pu t on the back burner for now." Sweeney's dose friends were excited co hear abaut her engagement. Most of the cr iticism she felt came from friends that have only met her fianct once o r twice. She says cha, she heard the phrase "Arc you sure?" many times when she told those friends about her engage-
Racy Stacy: 
mcnt. "My family and friends were all happy to hear about it, espec ially my best friend." Dulak said. "My friends at school are still jealous that I 've found Ule right person." Dcspire hearing negative things about their engage­ment, Dulak and Sweeney said they arc perfectly happy with their relationship and arc looking forward to their furu.re together. "We've heard that we're too young or it's too soon, but our circum.na.nc.cs are different than most," Sweeney said. "I see our life in an idyllic way: marriage, dill­drcn, growing old together in an old house we both love. With Justin, I 'm not afraid of the future ... I want it now." And Justin agrees: "If you know ia right fur you, do it," Dulak said. "This is a decision only the two of you can make:. When it 's love, it 's love." About IO yeas, ago. Alicia and Russell (Russ) Condon met when their older siblings were getting married to each other. At the time, they thought nothing ofit, but others joked that they would one day get married be­cause they were the younger siblings. Seven months ago and thousands of miles aw:a.y doing mission work in Ethiopia, Russ was c.onstantly thinking about his girlfriend. He had a vision while over there, See MARRIAGE, page B2 
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MARRIAGE: Scheduling time for homework 
and wedding planning 
he laid, tbat he W211ted to marry her and called her to rclJ her his plans. "We would talk about it a llttle bit beforc," Alicia said. "When [Russ] called me from Africa, that was the turning point whctt: it acrually staned getting serious." Both Russ and Alicia's fathers were excited to hear the news, but Alicia's mother took more time to warm up co the idea. "She said she knew it was coming,• Alicia said. "But her onl concern was that we were 
young." For most parents, chat is a normal reaction. But for some, it varies . .. Adults an: quick co a5:5ume that kids our age aren't ready to be manied.,"' Russ said. "They don't know us and as Jong as you know each other then that's fine. If you know this soon-to-be spowc then I think go for it." As a 19-year-old sophomore at RWU this semester, Alicia found it easy to tell her friends about her marriage. Howev­er, she docs sense some of her 
Continued from page Bl  friends' apprehension to  talk about relationships with her. •1 can definitelh see with some �! � �!e�� :bo�/di�'fr �� tionships because they're like 'She's married she has it all fig­ured out,"' she Wd. wl def initely don't feel llkc that." The couple's wedding was held at Colt State Park on July 16, 20 1 1  where family and friend, attended. The school allows Russ and Alicia to live off cam­pw in Bristol, even though Ali­cia is a sophomore, after they 
presented. a marriage certificate. Plannin� her wedding was wstrcssful, Alicia Wd, who had to balance her schoolwork and the wedding preparations. "Be­fore I moved here I was trying to plan the wedding in Rhode Island while living in Massa­chusetts." � of now, the couple i.s not planning on having any chil­dren until after Alicia graduates school. Russ, 20, wlio works for a landicaping company in Massachusetts, would like to one day go back to Africa with 
Alicia. .. That's something I've always wanted to do so hopefully I get to do that," Alicia said. Rus.s has plans to llnk his musical talents and his wife's dancing skills and hopefully bring them to Africa. "We got a lot of criticism and had people trying to talk us out of it and tell w not to get mar­ried," Alicia said. "But when you know, you know. Take the advice and take that to mind but also do what you know you want to do and need to do." 
ln1Q1111s Twitter rivalry has IIU students amused 
A c l o s e r  l o o k  a t  t h e  p e t t y  t w e e t s  
-JUIE I Herald Reponer Secrecy has always been a pil­lar of American life: Secrets in the government, between fam­ily members, between a girl and her boyfriend, and berween a CEO and his employee,. But in this en, this a:nrury of undying technology, the idea of secrecy has been given a new domain in which to rcign king: the Inter­net. "And Internee anonymity is no stranger to Roger Williams University. -1 love to hear people tty to guess who I am," says the pcr­aon behind one of RWU's most 
taUutive Twitter accounts, @ Whacthehawk. "It is the funni­est. It is also nice bccawe you can tell people don't want to know because they love to love me without a name or certain pcnon attached." MySpacc was the first experi­ence most of w had with In­ternet anonymity. Cue your middle school self - mirror poses and all - and spend hours on a website with millions of other people, of which maybe 100 knew you. For the others who had no idea who -LiNd­Say", was, you could lltcrally be whoever and say whateVer 
WhatTheHawk is being oddly silent ... Bow down or bow out. It's time to play 
hard ball. 
So you think you can delete my twitter and eveiyone will love yours? #notclassy # letsgetreal 
TWllTER.COM A tast, of th, bittn rivalry bdll.l,m th, two Twitter accounts @Whatth,hawk and @HawksEy,VirwRWU. 
you wanted. No one would ever know any better. h!ut b:� b�:tDes��i�� as the "SMS of the Internet," the social networking site was launched in July of 2006, and has amassed over 200 million users as of 201 1. Even if some­one has denounced wing it, chances arc, they still know all the inuicate details of the site. Three Twitter accounts have the digital RWU community in a chokchold, all the while keep­ing their identities completely private. But the anonym­ity hasn't noppcd anyone from con.sane speculation as to who is behind the winy and ofren caustically critical tweets. "We sec girls in dass tweeting w and then our phones vibrate with emails; say the two girls behind @RWUGIRLPROB-
;;t�j° ;.::if:\h:� "c:�:1 �at��; best friends have jwt retwcered at the account without even knowing it's w." While @RWUGIRLPROB­LEMS has a sel«t group of people that they target, the ocher two accounts, the afore­mentioned @Whanhehawk and @HawksEyeVicwRWU, have similar interests - and an unending Twitter rivalry. "[@Whatthchawk] feds as though it lacks notoriety and is Jierefore not a.s talked about as, sar, @RWUGIRL­PROBLEMS, @Hawk­sEycViewRWU said in an inter-
view. •However, their material can become bland." Though @RWUGIRLPROB­LEMS and @Whatthchawk have different tweets and differ­ent aims, a rift has still formed. On Aug. 4, both @Hawk­sEyeVicwRWU and@Whatthe-
fi�/�: 11� ?!����!; 
Ptopk lilt, m,. I am a bit wild, but kt} b, -,,al - I kup it classy. 
taking a more direct approach at their competition, tweeting: •1 love when the copycat rwu twitters get all Pissed im back. Of course I am back - I was the first and I am alway:s number one #allidoiswin." "Unfortunately for you, @Whatthchawk, we were never upset about your return . . .  who knew you even left/" the girls rwccted. "[We] have already gotten more than double your followers. I guess that makes us number one. #AWKWARD." Despite the nor-so-friendly feedback from its two counter­parts, @Whatthehawk said it's more than positive about the rest of the Twitterverse. "People like me. I am a bit wild, but let's be real - I keep it classy," the arguably most out­spoken account said. "'I have sass and I have issues but that's what everyone loves about me. I am rclatable while I make you 
feel a bit more under control than I am." While the girls and @What­thehawk seem to be more based around brutally honest apprais­als of the RWU community and gossip. the third account scares that their account isn't quite like the rest. "'My information comes from observation," they said. "My own and that of my followers. It's less about gossip and morc about observation, commen-:7tioa:.� the diaring of infor-Bcing such a small and tight­knit community as RWU is, in­formation is more than easy co come by- especially so if you'rc involved in the major student organizations. "'No� is more fun on RWU's campus than being in­volved, I can tell you that for a fact," said @Whatthehawk. "You learn so much about the campw, let alone about people. Go to events and do what you 
�:•J�� R�vs�d:� look-ing co scan their own, tw0 of the accounts advise against it, saying thar three is enough and more will create lack of interest, while the third jwt warns to be can:ful of what you rwcct and who you tweet it about. .. Keep your identity a se­cret," advised @Hawk­sEyeVicwRWU. "Loose lips sink ships. And you want co at  least leave the dock." 
Campus artists show strong visionfor new club 
Sitting in one of the many conference halls of Global Heritase Hall, creativity Rowed through the air as art was the main topic of discwsion. THE HA.vncs' HHRALD sac down with Miranda Smith, a senior visuaJ ara major at Roger Wtl­liams University. We met to talk about the new an dub, called The Arr Club, which she has scaned on ampw. THE HAWl<S' HEA.W>: Why did you want to start The Art Club? Miranda Smith: As a visual arts major, I feel that there's really a lack of an on ca.mpw and you don't really get the feeling of the anistic C:Ommunity, so we really want to 6nd a way, through this an club, to bring that prest:nce to campw. HH: What kind of arr is it go­ing to contain and what's it all about? MS: Well what we're going to do i.s [we really wane to] have joint events with groups on campus for the sruclents. I've been talking with the President of the Mwician's Guild, Ryan Treppedi, and we really want to jbin together to put on a stu­dent art show as well as concert. So we want to do that and just have discussions and share work with each other so that we can 
foster creativity. HH: That's vety cool. The whole joint club thing is v,:ry interesting. MS: Yeah, I realty want to join with other groups too, like Writer's Anonymous and Dance Club and sec what we can do together. We wane to create a creative community. HH: So other than activities with other dubs, do you have anything else planned for the rest of the semescer or year? MS: Well we're itW in our be­ginning stages of saning· up the club. We actually aren't having our first meeting until Monday (September 26) [But] what I want to do and what l'm work­ing with my bo:ud members to do is to create a I� contest so that people could submit ideas for a logo for The A,r Club and then die winner will become the official logo. So that's one of our ideas. And then we also want to show movies, like an related movies. I was think ing Exit Through the Gi� Shop would be a really good one. And then in the future, when we ger funding, we want to have spon­sored events where we would go the museums and other creative places. 
i� ub�ould people join 
��G J El.LEN BURKE 7ht Art Club will b, a plac, that stud,nts can go to ,xpr,ss rhmu,lv,s rnatively and arristica/1:,. 
MS: A lor of people I've talked to about it just feel like com­ing to college, they kind of lose their creative and artistic urge to create and they kind of get lose in all the academics. And 
for those who aren't visual arts majors, they don't really have that much opportunity so this will be a grcar way to really ger back into it and let you imagi­nation run wild. 
Alrcadr_ 23 people arc signed up for The Arr Club and Mi­randa .and the other board members are hoping for a big turnout for this new and excit­ing club. 
New professor 
raps rhymes 
when he drops 
knowledge 
NIIKIIIAISIIAUI Herald R"'°"" 
A, it goes, as is the way of 
things, a.s words suggest us to 
feel, honorifics mean some­
thing. They've been earned. 
Doctor Jordan Smith has 
earned his office space, which is 
tightly out of shape. The book­
shelves are full and neat, on the 
brink of almo&t becoming dis­
otdcrly. His desk maintain., the 
theme, which is tvocativc of his 
Iii<. Professor Dr. Jordan Smith 
is a doctor-professor. And he 
says simply, with a shrug of his 
shoulders, <(there's a minimal 
need for such titles in my life." 
Smith earned his comparative 
literature doaorare at UCLA 
after eight years of work, which 
cuhninared in a 400-page doc­
toral dlssenation. leaching 
was a uaj�ory Smith created 
for himself at a young age, but 
there is more to it than that. 
"The dream re,llr crystallized 
when I was an undergrndu.ltr," 
Eu.EN BURKE 
Dr. Jordan Smith, who holds 
a lkJmrate in comparative 
litmzturt, rtcitts his own hip­
hop lyrics in c/au,s, 
Smith said. It's something real, 
something sign.incant; he casu­
ally refers to reaching as an art. 
"[Ir's] expecting a theater per­
former only to be paid for the 
one hour theater performance 
on Friday ni2hr," Smith said, 
referring to the practices of a 
teacher's salaries being based 
on precise classroom time. 1hac 
audience (student) and per• 
former (teacher) inter.icdon is 
intoxic.ating, but the buildup 
and the craft ofic all needs co be 
acknowledged, coo. And so docs 
hip-hop. 
On the same pages on which 
he took notes in college - the 
same pages he pains'2lcingly 
documented his pedagogical 
ideal, - he also wrote hip-hop 
lyrics. He incorporates hip-hop 
inro his class to a.cc:cnruate his 
points. What is immediately 
apparent about ·Smith is al· 
though he carries himself with 
a relaxed demeanor, there's an 
intensity driving it all. He jokes 
about his experiences in Japan, 
about how he was winked at 
by a whice horse with Rowing 
white eyelashes, and how im­
mediately afterwards he came 
upon a pond with hundmls of 
runles mating. 
But le is a serious conversa­
tion. "I thoughr [chis is] a very 
pasitivc omen for my future in 
Japan. Lo and behold, one and 
a half years after that I Wti mar­
ried ro a Japanese woman living 
in Tokyo, srudying Japanese, 
and teaching," Smith said. 
At the encl of the oonversa• 
cion, Smith says go_odbyc 2nd 
have a nice day. After spilling 
his life story, doctor-professor 
Smith ends it on this light note. 
That's jwt the way he is. 
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Different forms of writing 
Creative writing professor 
publishes third book 
JU111Alllllml11tr.1�1ifpoft" 
When people see ProfC5$0r 
Edwatd Delaney (better known 
as Ted Delaney),  they may 
think that he is no more than 
jwt one of the many profes­
sors who teaches here at Roger 
Williams University. However, 
what some people may not 
know about the current Bristol 
resident is that he is an .accom­
plished author, who recently 
published his thitd book, Bro­
/ten Irish. 
According to the Turtle Point 
Press website, "Braltm Irish is a 
p�ionatcly written story of au­
thority and revenge, alcoholism 
and futile redemption, a novel 
driven by character, community 
and coincidence set in Sollth 
Boston in the late 1990's.• 
Broken Irish took Delaney 
about two years to write. This 
book will be che thitd in his col­
lection, following 7h, Drown-
I've been writing 
professionally far 30 
years now, and it has 
just become such a 
habit that you don't 
think about it twice 
either way. 
You just do it. 
ing tl1ld Oth,r Smria, and Wa,p 
aiidW,ft. 
Delaney said he likes writing 
about drama. "I think you have 
to have characters who arc in­
teresting and who arc placed in 
dramatic circumstances," Del­
aney said. 
When asked if he would ever 
consider writing about anything 
else genre-wise like romance, 
Delaney said no. MNot to say 
people shouldn't," Delaney said. 
•1t•s 
1
·wt not what I like." 
De aney has been teaching at 
RWU •inee 1990. He is a Pro­
fwor of communications and 
c:rntive writing, and just stancd 
editing the new version of the 
RWU Llterary Magazine this 
semester. 
Sraning his career as a jour­
nalist, Ddaney has worked 
for newspapers including THE 
DENVER Pon, and The COLO­
RADO SPRJNGS GAZETil!. Be­
sides newspapers, Delancy has 
also written for magazines. 
'"When I started out in jour­
nalism, it was just basically 
reporting news, but as I went 
along, I was doing a lot more 
creative non-fiction feature 
wriring," Delaney said. He said 
he has always lihd fiction, and 
as a. kld he liked novels and 
shon stories. 
'"It was a natural thing that in 
a cenain point of my life I be-: 
gan to try my hand at writing 
fiction, and actually one of the 
reasons why I !di the newspa­
per and came to Roger Williams 
to teach was bee.awe I wanted 
to do not jwr the day-to-day 
journalism that I've been doing, 
but I wanted to be trying differ­
ent forms of writing, including 
fiction writing," Delaney said. 
The Drowning and Other Sto­
ri,s was published in 1999, and 
his sec,ond book, was published 
in 2004. Brokm Irish will be his 
· third book of fiction and second 
novel. In 2009, Delaney also 
co-authored a book by Dustin 
Pcdroia, second baseman for 
the Boston R<d Sox, titled Born 
to Play. 
Delaney lists Don Delillo, 
Joan Didion, and Tobias Wolff 
as his favorite authors. Delaney 
said he is also a big fan of Andre 
Dubos's writing, whom Dd­
aney profiled in a documentary 
film he shoe and produced. In 
terms of boob, Delaney's favor­
ites include: Jronwe,d by Wd­
liam K,nnedy, and UiyJJts by · 
James Joyce, which he claims is 
the best novel ever written. 
Eum BuRKE 
D,lan,y is also co-author of 
Boston R,d Sox r,cond bas,­
m,n Dustin P,droilli boolt, 
Born To Play. 
What was the most important 
thing Delaney learned about 
writing? "Persistence," he said. 
·rvc been writing professionaHy 
for 30 years now, and it has jwt 
become such a habit that you 
.don't think about it twice dther 
way. You just do it-" 
And for people, such as sru­
dcnts who want to write books 
or articles in the furore, Dd­
aney's advice is sim�lc: "Read 
as much as possible, ' Delan
ey 
said. Read good books as m�ch 
as possible, because thar's the 
key to being a better writer." 
Broltrn Irish can be 
purchased for 
Kindles and in 
paperback at 
� 
Leav ing  a n  attack  a l ive :  
s imp l e  se l f-defe nse ta �g-h t  at  RWU 
HIIIII WHIKI I Honlcl Reporter 
The presence of officers from 
the Wanen, Middletown, and 
Barrington Police Dcpanments 
along with Rhode Island State 
Police officers turned many 
heads lace lase week. Yet, after 
understanding why they were 
all congregated behind the Mail 
Center, many students realized 
then: was a very positive mes­
sage that the officers were send­
ing. 
On Thursday Sepe. 22, Pub­
lic Safety, The Women's Cen­
ter, Student Senate, The Office 
of Conduct and Community 
Standards and other groups 
C�1.:1'ifC:e���:iai�
e annual 
Along with student groups, 
many officers from local police 
depamncnts attended, includ­
in_g representatives from the 
Rhode Island State P9lice De­
partment. Along with several 
divisions of law enforcement 
Public Sakry, and sruden; 
groups, there were also spe-
cial guests tcach�ng stu­
dents different sclf-defenSC 
methods In che middle of 
the Recreation Center. 
"We have had a larg< 
increase in interest in ci­
vilians vnnting co take 
the ooursc that we offer/' 
said a martial arts instructor, 
who wished to be identified as 
Manny. 
Manny, along with other in­
structors from his class, were 
on campus working with any 
students who wished to learn 
simple skills that wen: described 
as ones that could potentially 
save their lives. 
"The thing with self-del<rue is 
the main and only goal should 
be leaving an attaCK alive, and 
we want to hdp tea.di students 
skllls that will allow them to 
feel more comfortable with• 
their own defense skills," Man­
ny said. 
Different safety and irutruc­
tional cables were available for 
srudent> to brow,e thtough and 
to ask questions about. 
Roger Williams University 
graduate of'% and current Ser­
s._eanc for the Barrington Police 
Ueparonent, Michael Marcel­
lo, said he felr rhar having a day 
fof students such as the Crime 
Prevention Fair was a great way 
to show students ways that they 
can be helped if needed. 
"Today we arc trying to edu­
Cclte students on firearms and 
safe handling, and also showing 
students some of the weapons 
that may be outside of the typi­
cal range of whac 
people think we 
carry," Marcel­
lo said. 
He told stu-
dents about 
· how officers 
s t  a r t -
ed to carry rifles in 
their cars in order 
to respond to school 
shootings. "It's horrible 
to think about but in Bar­
rington, we have an dement
!t school, middle school, and hi 
school and we want to m c 
sun: that we are ready to dcil 
w�rh . any problems chat may anse m order to keep the public 
sal<," Matcello said. 
Students wen: able to view 
demonstrations of safe handlin& 
and wen: able to view many of 
the weapons that officer's carry 
on a typical day. 
Next to Marcello's table was 
Josh Mello, a Patrol Officer 
from the Middlecown Police 
Dcpanmcnt, who seemed to 
have the same views on the day 
as the other officers. 
"Today is basically about 
bringing awareness to the stu­
dents on working to cut down 
on cri�nal activityt Mello 
said. 
The Middletown officers had 
Fatal Vision goggles: glasses that 
could be worn to simulate the 
effects of alcohol on one's vision 
and balance. 
"We like to have these 
goggles available co 
students so they 
can see more 
or less what 
an impact 
alcohol can 
h a v e  
o n 
one's system,• Mello 
said. He added char 
aro\md the country, 
the same tests arc 
run on drivers, who may be im­
paired due to aloohol. 
"We like to tell students that it 
is safer to air on the side of c.au­
tion when drinking and never 
get behind the wheel of an au­
tomobile while intoxic.ated," 
Mello said. 
Along with educating students 
on safety l<arures that off-cam­
pw officials we, much of the 
day was devoted to sal<ty infor­
mation that can be utilized. hen: 
on campus. 
"We want students to be fa­
ntiliar with equipment that we 
use here on cam-
pw so that in the 
case of an emer­
gency, every-
o n e  
c a n 
stay calm 
and under­
stand the tools 
we have to use 
such as the AED monitor, oxy­
gen wik and simple diagnostic 
equipment," said Mike Hurley, 
a Public Sakry Officer. 
Much of the general consen­
sus from the Public Safet
y 
of­
ficers was that they wanted stu­
dents to understand what they 
can do, and what they qn't do. 
Recently, RWU ha, begun ro 
work to provide more sclf-de­
fcnse classes for students and is 
working rowatds educating the 
student body on self-protection 
and awareness. 
"We want students to know 
that these classes are to teach 
them what they need to know if 
they ever have to experience an 
attack, not that we arc out to 
hurt people," Manny said. 
Over the course of the day, 
students were able to walk in 
and out of the field howe to sec 
and speak with different police 
deparrmencs. Midway through 
the day, different police depatt­
ments exhibited their police 
dogi in a demonstration of 
how dogs arc used in Law 
enforcement. 
Overall, students were 
able to gain a wide variety 
of information about dif­
ferent safety and crime 
p r e v e n t i o n  
techniques. 
"The day 
went as 
planned, 
we were 
able to 
s h  o w 
students 
a llrtle of 
what we do and 
h�w we do it," Hurley said. He 
said holding the fair was like •• 
plumber opening up his tool­
box for the public to s« what 
he does." 
INIONS I ED, fuR Alexandra Artiano aartiano5l2@g.rwu.edu 
RACY STACY: 
Boyfriends and boy friends 
IACl SIACY I-Herald Contributor 
He makes you laugh, you 
love hanging out wiih him, 
you feel like you can calk. about 
anything with him and you can 
really sec this friendship going 
pla�, but how awkward is it 
when you have to tell him that 
you have a boyfriend? I mean, 
it's definitely not something 
you want to blurt out right 
away because then he co�d get 
the impression chat you think 
that he is hitting on you, even 
ifhe sees things as strictly pla­
tonic. On the other hand, you 
don't want to never bring it up, 
while he is tocally crushing on 
you and then have him think 
that you led him on, Either one 
of these scenarios 
boyfriend: 
Situation #1: 
Boy: Hey, my name is Chris. 
How arc you? 
Girl: Ummm, I have a boy-
friend. • 
If you think that this is a 
proper way to treat someone, 
you need to (1) re-evaluate 
your manners and (2) get over 
yourself. Chances are that 
this kid is not trying to hit on 
you. Despite the stereocy_pes, 
some people in Nc-w England 
are actually friendly. Take a fc-w 
minutes and just talk to him. 
If you write him off before you 
even tell him your name, then 
you could be missing out on 
a great friend. If you talk to 
him for a kw minutes and he 
is clearly hitting on you, then 
casually bring up_ something 
about your boytriend that fits 
into the conversation. W'hat­
ever you do make sure that it 
is something that Bows with 
whatever you are talking about, 
instead of just randomly bah-. 
bling out facts about your beau 
with no context. 
Situation n: 
If you decide that it is time 
to tell him that you have a 
boyfriend as he leans in for 
a kiss, then congratulations 
it doesn't seem too formal. If 
you feel the need to hold back 
the fact that you have a boy­
friend, then you might want 
to assess your relationship, and 
see if you are trying to avoid 
the topic because you think it 
might be awkward or if you are 
keeping it to yourself because 
you have a mini-crush on him. 
Situation #3: 
After class, the guy that sits 
n_ext to you asks, "Do you want 
to grab lunch aher this?" Do 
not respond with ''I'm flattered, 
bur I have a boyfriend." Ask 
yourself if you want to go to 
lunch with him. If the answer 
is yes, then go. Chances are 
that within ihc hour you arc at 
lunch together, something will 
remind you of your boyfriend 
that you can share with him. 
That way, if his intention was 
to ask you out, he knows that 
you don't see him that way, 
and if his intention was just to 
hang out, then you can move 
along on the friend train with 
everything out in the open. 
It is not ac.ceptable to say the 
sentence '"I have a boyfriend,'" 
unless someone asks you 
directly or you arc being hit on 
so viciously and creepily that it 
the only feasible way to get him 
away from you. Other than 
that, just bring it up 
will end in a ter­
lhinated friend-
:�br� :n���� 
ters to dread in the 
future. So how do 
Let me be real with you ladies out there, 
this is going to be slightly awkward no 
matter what the situation is. 
when it feels natural. 
If you are becomiilg 
good enough friends 
with this guy and your 
romantic relationship 
you tell a guy friend that you 
are starting co get close with 
that you have a boyfriend? 
Let me be real with you ladies 
out there, this is going to be 
slightly awkward no matter 
what the situation is, but I am 
going to try to make it as pain­
less as possible. Think of it like 
going _to get a bikini wax. Yes, 
initially it is uncomfortable, 
but as long as you are calm and 
relaxed, it will be over before 
you know it and you have a 
month of hair-free situations 
down there. The good news 
about telling your guy friend 
that you are attached: you will 
never have to repeat the pto­
ccs.s. It's a one-time deal; if only 
we were so lucky with bikini 
waxes. 
Here arc a few examples of 
what NOT to do when talk­
ing to a guy who is not your 
honey, you have been leading 
him on big time. Even if you 
are the most clueless person 
alive, there are ways to tell if 
a guy friend wants to be more 
than just friends. Pay attention 
to the way he interacts with 
his other friends that are girls 
and sec if he treats you in the 
same genetal way. Although all 
friend.ships are different, i1' he is 
always touching you or texting 
you compliments, then chances 
arc he doesn't want to be just 
friends. Even if you are not the 
most perceptive person, your 
girlfriends will usually be able 
to tell if a guy is into you. If 
they say that they noticed him 
flirting with you, don't brush it 
off. Make sure that you make 
it obvious that you arc in a 
relationship the next time that 
you two hang out. Try to bring 
it up in a group setting. so that 
is a big part of your life, 
then it should eventually come 
up in regular conversation, just 
like telling a funny story about 
your parents or your friends. 
You should not feel obligated 
to blab that you are in a com­
mitted relationship to every 
guy you meet, nor should you 
feel embarrassed to bring it up 
if it's something that you want 
to talk about. 
There is nothing better than 
being able to calk: to a guy on 
level where there is no sexual 
tension for either party. Don't 
push every other guy out of 
your life, simply because you 
have a boyfriend. Add friends 
to your lite like Emeril adds 
spices to his cooking creations. 
Life with the opposite sex is 
always going to be a balancing 
aa; just make sure you have 
a balance between your boy 
friends and your boyfriend. 
Punishments and disabi l ities: Where is the l ine? 
OIIISllNA BERUN6UET I Herald Reporter 
What would you think if you 
saw a giant bright yellow ba­
nana running down the side of 
your high school football field? 
Entcnaining right? Some may 
even describe this stunt as hi­
larious. That is not what p::,lice 
thought when autistic srudent, 
Brian Thomson impulsively 
dressed up as a banana and ran 
down the sidelines of Colonial 
Forge High School's football 
field in Virginia. Police officials 
cawed a scene by taking Thom­
son away in handcuffs. Al­
though charges were dropped, 
Thomson was still suspended 
for ten 
days. His 
Spillman did nor feel that he 
should be ueared differently 
because of his aurism when 
being punished. Although I 
believe that Thomson's pun­
ishment was harsh, I do not 
think that his mother should 
have wed the excuse that her 
son's autism cawed him to 
create this scene. You can-
not impulsively throw on a 
banana suit and run down a 
field. This risky yet encenain­
ing prank had to have taken 
some thought. W'hcn Thom­
son's mother fought against the 
school blaming her son's prank 
on autism she just made him 
seem more different than all 
then the story Would be differ­
ent, but like I previously said, 
all he did was make people 
laugh. Pan of being an Ameri-, 
can means taking pride in our 
freedoms, especially the free­
doms of the first amendment. 
By wearing protesting T-shins, 
these high school students were 
just carrying out their right 
to free speech. Even Stafford 
County Public Schools super­
intendent said that punishing 
students for wearing these 
shirts was uncalled for. 
People with disabilities should 
have their disabilities consid­
ered when being punished. In 
this panicular situation, I do 
mother was 
outraged with 
this penalry 
because she 
believes 
People with disabilities should have their 
disa/Jilities considered when being punished. 
not believe that 
Thomson's autism 
cawed him to pull 
this prank, bur I 
do believe that his 
punishment was 
that it was her son's autism that 
cawed him to act on impulse. 
This poses the question: should 
people with disabilities be 
treated with the same guide­
lines as people without disabili­
ties in rcgaros to punishment 
for their actions? 
Autistic or not, a ten day 
suspension is a d.ra�atic pun­
ishment. Brian did not dlsrupc 
the game; he waited until the 
players were off the field. He 
did not collide with anyone on 
his escapade, so why is he being 
suspended for so long? What 
is the crime here? All he did 
was make a few ptople smile, 
and now he is being harshly 
punished. 
Thomson's principal, Karen 
the other students. High school 
students are rebellious, anyone 
could have pulled this prank, 
autistic or not. With diat be­
ing said, if Thomson were to 
impulsively pull a prank his 
autism should be considered in 
determining a punishment. 
On the Monday aher Thom­
son was taken away in hand­
cuffs, many students showed 
up to school sponing home­
made T-shirts that boldly stated 
"Free Banana Man." The shirts 
were all confiscated and the 
�f
i
di�;�re;:s
�cccntion co all 
Clearly this principal is on a 
power trip. She needs to loosen 
up and let kids be kids. If 
Thomson had harmed anyone, 
way too harsh. I 
understand that Spillman has 
to keep her students in line, 
but she does not have to give 
out a ten-day suspension for a 
harmless prank and she does 
not have to punish students for 
standing up for Thomson. 
Ar the next football game 
Thomson's class should all wear 
banana suits and charge the 
field at half time. What.are you 
going to do then Karen Spill­
man? 
Sidenoce: Brian Thom­
son's suspension was recently 
dropped and he returned to 
school this past Monday. 
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Freshmen 
experience column: 
Getting transported was a 'much 
needed rea l ity check' 
umYN FERACO I Herald Reponer 
College life is always exciting. 
I 
whether it be going to classes, 
school events, or parties on the 
weekends. Before coming to 
school, I always thought about 
how college parties had this 
reputation of being wild. Also, 
some of my friends that were 
already in college always had 
these cra2.y stories for me, so I 
assumed that was the thing to 
do in college - parry. 
On the third weekend of me 
being here at Roger Williams 
University, I was transponed to 
the hospital for alcohol poison­
ing. I don't remember much of 
that night at all, bur from what 
I was told the next morning, I 
made a h
uge 
fool of myself and 
I regret drinking as much as I 
did. 
Apparently, I called the para­
medics Val and Lexy, which are 
my roommates' names. I could 
not control my potty mouth 
and I was cursing like a sailor. I 
thoroughly embarrassed myself 
by trying to make sense of 
my sporadic thoughts, which 
came out as various groans and 
mumbles. Two of my friends 
almost got in trouble for my 
stupid actions, and I called my 
parents my friends' names and 
aidn'r realize they were actu­
ally my parents until the next 
morning when they brought 
me home. I put a lot of people 
in awkward situations that 
never should have happened. 
Of course, when I was at the 
hospital, I got the "we're very 
disappointed in you" speech 
from my parents, which made 
everything so much worse. At 
that point, I would have rather 
dealt with them screaming at 
me. Knowing that I lee them 
down was a huge punishment 
in itself. This experience as a 
whole was definitely one of the 
most traumatizing and &ustrat­
ing situations J have ever been 
in. 
The morning aher, I was so 
hung-over I couldn't eat for the 
majoriry of the day. God was 
testing me and punishing me 
for my actions or something 
because it was seriously one of 
the worst experiences of my 
life. Good one, big guy. 
Also, I slept through my 
entire Saturday and ended up 
pushing all <Jf my homework 
until Sunday ahernoon, which 
is a procrastinator's recipe for 
disaster. 
I was also really scared about 
how peor.le would look at me 
afrer this happened. The last 
thing I wanted was for people 
to think I was some crazy 
parry girl because realistically, 
I'm not. I am a girl who had 
too much to drink one night 
and made a fc-w bad decisions. 
However, I feel like college is 
where these things arc sup­
posed to happen in order for 
people to learn from them. 
If I've learned anything from 
this experience, it's that not ev­
eryone needs to drink to have 
fun at school. College panies 
are really not all they're cracked 
up to be. There are plenty of 
people on campus that have 
fun and don't need to go_ t? a 
parry to do it and thankfully 
I've met a fc-w of those people 
over the last few weeks chat 
have really helped me out. 
Also, people should not be 
defined by a few bad decisiow. 
As much as I regret what hap­
pened that week.end, i'm son 
of glad it happened beause I 
learned a major lesson from it 
It was a much needed reality 
check. 
Sailing Alone Around the 
Room suits summer 
reading 
AMANDA PEIJIO!O I Herald Reporter 
Over the summer, my fellow 
freshmen and I were given a 
summer reading book, Sail­
ing Alone Around the Room 
by Billy Collins. I will admit, 
I was a bit skeptical at first; I 
mpelf am not a poet nor do 
I trequently read poetry, with 
the exception of Dr. Seuss 
and several nursery rhymes. 
I started reading this book in 
�:e�ci::1!::
t 
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ry 
would sit on the porch and 
flip through the poems, paying 
special attention to those that 
sparked my interest. I didn't 
really think I would be able to 
enjoy the book. 
However, I can 
honestly say 
aher reading 
Sailing Alone 
Around the 
Room, I may 
just start read-
i
1ti:b�ot
oetry. 
was entirely 
original and 
�(i�di���J:
e 
ity I have never 
encountered 
before. Most 
of the poems I 
read appeared to 
contain simply 
written words. However, put 
those words together in one 
sentence, and magic is created. 
This book contains differ-
ent works from Billy Collins' 
earlier collections such as The 
Apple that Astonished Paris, 
Questions About Angels, The 
Art of Drowning. and Pic-
nic, LiJ;hming. I particularly 
enjoyea the poems "Days" and 
"On Turning Ten" because they 
expressed ideas rhar I think 
everybody� relate ro. 
After analyzing the poem 
"Days," I discovered that 
it talks about how as each 
day passes, we rake them for 
�red. The poem talks about 
how we stack our days up like 
dishes to form an intimidating 
tower. With this tower, we can't 
help but resist adding another 
dish on top, eagerly waiting to 
see if it will topple over. The 
way Billy Collins presents this 
concept in the poem is incred­
ible, and he does a greater job 
with· "On Turning Ten." In 
this poem, he talks about the 
innocence one feels as a child. 
Before your age hits the double 
digits, you are completely 
innocent and know very little 
about the real world. Once you 
turn ten, reality scans to set in 
and you can no longer remain 
that innocent 
child you once 
were. 
The poetry 
in this book is 
written so sim­
ply, but what we 
fuil to see is that 
we arc reading 
magic. I have 
always been 
fascinated hr 
:f�:
d
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world; I believe 
there is magic 
in Sailing Alone 
Around the 
Room. I know 
this book was 
only required for freshmen, but 
I would strongly recommend 
that students From all clas.ses 
read this book. It will be wonh 
your time. 
I can admit that any doubt­
ful thoughts I had about this 
book were completely wrong. 
I admit, some poems baffled 
me with their meaning. but 
the ones I did understand were 
worth reading. I highly recom­
mend this book to anyone 
who hasn't read it, and I look 
fonvard to reading another one 
of Billy Collins' books in the 
future. 
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Drive is not only entertaining but also artistic, successful 
ANDY SPENCER I Hera� Reporter On the surface, Drive sounds quite a bir like a typical, run­of-chc-mill accion film. Car chases, bloody action, hoc chicks, and lots of money are common sights in modern films of this rypc. However, Drive manages to rise heads and shoulders above its con­temporaries using three things: direction, acting, and style. The film employs all three with an anfulnw that is all too rare these days -
lously chat you can sec the doz­ens of takes i t  must have taken to find just the righr angle. Occupying these sections and others are actors who seem to have been made specifically for their roles in Drive. These include the aforementioned Gosling, Carey Mullig,n as the tender and beautiful lrenej Albert Brooks as the profane Bernie Rose, and Br')'2Jl Cran­ston (a singularly phenomenal actor from the equally awesome TV series Breaking Bad) as the 
but manages to subdy twist chem into his own, and con­veys more with a single glance and fewer than rwcnty lines of dialogue than most stars man­age in entire films. Whenever he is on the screen, you might be focwing on someone dsc, but the Driver will always be making you wonder what he'll do next. The style of the film is ultimately what is the most notable aspect of Drive. Colors are com1c-book rich, making each object in especially in action movies. The director, Nicolas Wind­ing Refn, has made a few films befim: 
The styk of the film.is ultimately what is the most 
notabk aspect ofDcive. Colors are comic-book rich, 
making each object in a shot instantly noticeabk. 
a shot instantly noticeable. The alccrnat-
�1 th;fi}Jtcre 
***** 
this one {primarily crime thrill­ers), so Drive is not entirely unfamiliu territory for him. This is a fact that is apparent in every frame of the movie. In no shot is there any space that is not filled with something 
1;�:t:cc::dr:cd��::s�
i
'tc there is no dull moment, no -scene that is any less than rivet­ing. In every scene, you know exactly what is happening, and you can fed everything. The quiet scenes arc 6lled to the brim with emotion, with all characters remaining reserved yet strangdy cxprcs.sive throughout the whole movie. These scenes in panicular seem to have been filed so meticu-
Financial aid and customer 
service: 'Paper or Plastic' 
I different, unique financial situ- don't like but need to work 1AnYN PROClOII ffftull'S Editor ation that I am so wonderfully there fur the money, you deal For chose of you who enjoy blessed with. It's taken me a with it or quit. If you have a listening to me preach - here's while to learn how to deal with full-time job that you hate, another one. it and fix it, but I always do. why arc you still working there� As someone who has worked And this year was no different. And if I'm not miscak.en, I in a customer service position However, I f.ul to understand believe ow tuition money pa� all my life, the concepts of why so many deparunents on majority of the paychecks on professionalism and cwtomcr this campw act unprofcssion- this campw .... service have b_ccn in_graincd ally toward students. I also fail At Shaw's, I am spoken to by in my brain. Regard.less of the to understand why ruition is higher authority ifl engage in cwtomer, he -- ------------------- a side conver-or she will have If.you have a.part-time;·ob thatyou don't like sati0n while 1 my undivided have a cus-attention no but need to work there for the money, you tomer. At Roger matter how deal with it or quit. Williams Uni-angry they vcrsity, where is are. The the watchdog customer will always be gn:etcd $40,000 and students arc still for students? We shouldn•t be with a smile, albeit somerimel treated with uner disrespect. treated poorly because we arc a forced one. Customer service Most of the students on this "students." And when it boils 101 - it's pretty str.lightfur- campus have accomplished down to it, there's no difference ward. outstanding kats; they un- between bagging groceries and As a full-time student derstand how to interact with filing financial aid paperwork. working rwo jobs and doing the public in an appropriate an internship, I spend a lot of manner. time in the Financial Aid and This is the way I see it: If you Bursar's offices. Every year is a have a part-time job that you 
As a commuter at RWU, 
school spirit can be a 
hard thing to grasp 
ALYSHA SLAlH I Herald Reporter Being a college commuter can be very difficult ac times: you have co make sure you leave early enough to get to class on time, the commute from home co campus itself, and you have gas to worry about. Once y ou make it to campus, you have ro deal with finding a parking spot in one of a few lots. If you arrive before 8 a.m. you are most 
There arc so many different clubs and organizations to get involved wich on campus, you can find anything to catch your intctelC. 'Whether you love sporu, are very academic, or love watching squirrels, you can find a dub that you wiU enjoy. Now when you put a com­muter student and dubs together, you can get a pretty complicated problem. Obvi-
I asked her about the club and what went on during the meet­ings, She said that being part of this club helped her feel more connected with the BSU popu­lation. It sounded very intcrelt-infc:i° ilia� i�i::: l���f;:�ts because I do not live in a dorm. 
;e� �f�:%�t;� ss�PJ:: the and helps chem connect not only with fellow con;imuters but with likely going to be able to find Now whm you put a commuter student and clubs together, you can get a pretty complicated problmz. 
the entire campus commu-
::Clt.as an empty space dose enough to the bwding part of campus. However, if you arrive any later than 10.a,.m., chances are you arc going co have to park in the parking garage. If that weren't bad enough, you will probably only be able to find a free spot on the top level. Regardless of what parking space you might be stuck with, it feels worth it because you arc a Roger Williams University student! 
owly, as a c.ommucer, you leave campus when your day of class­es is finished. So somccimes you can miss the &oings-on on campus when you re at home. I know I have missed a lot of the nightly_activi�es because I live over thirty minutes away. My friend anends Bridgewa­ter State College and she is a member of their Commuter Student Association. When she told me about her membership, 
I won-dered if there was some form of group like this at RWU, so I emailed Soon Yonan, Assistant to the Vice President of Student Af­&irs and Director of Special Projects. Coincidently, he is currently in the process of ctt­ating a Commuters in Action club (CIA). At the Involvement Fair last week, Yonan had a 
tr��:�d ���;:i:;illt:0 everyone interested in the club. 
Driver's em�loyer, Shannon. Every one of them bring their own flavor to their scenes, in .a way making chem the sws of their screen time, rather than sw Gosling. Cranston infuses his scenes with a h.int of desperation, as he is a man struggling to get by with his auto-repair shop bwincss. Mul­ligan is a subdued, beautiful, and caring woman whose love for her son is her main (ahem) 'driving' force in the film. Brooks is a man of overt men­ace, who makes you shiver even when showing off his nicer side. Gosling has simultancow­ly the most and least si_gnificant role in the film. He reflects the emotions of chose around him, 
extremely, and fittingly, jar­ring. with genuiridy shocking violence preceded and follow«! by 9.uiet, mcanin£ful dia1ogue. Rrln does not exclude any­thing: entire convcrs:acions are shown, unedited, com­plete with the long silences ·in between Jines. Concurrendy, the violence is unffinchingly graphic, with murders and grievous wounds shown in full detail. Ho�r, in another masterstroke, every action, every scene, and every line feels like it means something, a � that will keep you invested in this visceral, uniquc1 and emo­tionally mvarding uiumph. 
WTF: Tom Brady tames 
mane, and we care 
Obit: Tom Brady's Long Hair 2009 • 201 1 Booton Globe • Ctvistopher Muther - 8 hoo.n ago Tam lnlfr'• long hair paHod - on Monday after brief tu was 2 y..,.. okt. � death W8I v}aualy conflnned at a New Erv,,ind P Tom Bredy finally cuts his hair: Patriots Now Ya1< Dally ,._. • Lukas I. Alpert - 2 hoo.n ago Tho Buffalo 8ltla ....,, tho ari)> .,_ � Tom 
pn,tty-boy -- •-14' •. -· -
MUii FUSCO J Photo Editor Go ahead, Google the name of the most recognizable New England NFL player -Tom Brady. As if there wasn't enough news in the NFL, nearly evety sport> blog has begun to ask the l>ig question; where, oh where, hu Mr. Brady's hair gone? le would seem that the New England Patriot's leader has finally taken a moment away from being the guru of winning football games and allowed Giselle to take some garden 
shears to the "Lock-Ness Mon­ster" that has resided between his helmet and his mental playbook for so long. Maybe Brady's braids were tamed so he could figure out how the Buffalo Bills came up with four interceptions last week. Or is it a disguise so he can pirch fur the ailing Boston Red Sox? Ei­ther way, lets hope he donated that mop to a friendly cause; there was at least a sweater Velt under that helmet. All I want to know is: why do we arc about Brady's hair? W fF? 
Speak out 
and send us your opinions by 
scanning the QR code below! 
Have any comments on an article in this issue 
or a past issue from THE HAWKS' HERALD? 
Do you have something to say to Racy Stacy? Are you a freshman with a 
diffemtt experience? 
Scan the QR code below with the 
app on your smart phone for easy 
access to HawksHerald.com where 
you can post your opinions! 
PUZZLES 
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S U N DAY P U ZZL E R 
ACROSS 128 The basics 53 Like a contonionist 1 Play unfairly 130 Thole 54 Knelt 6 Occurrence 132 Eastern queen 56 Strange 1 1  Wife-co-be 133 Print measures 59 A vegetable 16 Severe 134 Roosevelt or Pend.er 60 Flying toy, 21  Timc off from work 
l�mox 
61 Smooth and shiny 22 Delayer's motto 135 64 City in Oklahbma 23 "Bolero" composer 137 �:ti��: cf��� 66 Liquor 24 Hippodrome 139 68 Xenon is one 25 Young eel 141 Moray 69 Be unccnain of 26 Cause co appear guilty 143 Old-womanish 73 - ride 28 On the up-and-up 145 Day spa employee 75 Dove's cry 29 A brew 147 ��f.t;�:st:��r 78 Tragic kini 30 Veto 150 80 Court div,acc 32 Butter rival 152 Punning poet 81 Plant of forgetfulness 33 Cites 154 Loud sound 82 "There - to be a law!" 35 Sweet, nu.icy drink 155 Ali - 84 Limbs 36 Proboscis 159 Zero 87 Paddy plant 38 Puccini heroine 160 Corrosive 89 Cru< 41 Nttd 162 Kite appendage 91 Overly 43 W.n��-fun item 164 Young swan 93 Teller of talcs 44 166 Uprercl:wmen (abbr.) 95 Silk-canon tree 45 Greed 167 Poe s middle name 98 Downward movement 
48 Quadriceps location 169 Harid ctcam 100 Airman 
so Scuffle 173 Storage area 101 l')la 52 Unkempt 175 Pancrned cloth 102 55 Ancient instrument 176 Clergyman's house 104 Down-under bird 57 Miscalculate 177 Zola 105 Move slowly 
58 Choosc:s 178 A P.achyderm, for short 106 Sub-62 Ice or Iron 179 Delicious 108 ¥ti� company of 63 Go alter 180 Lawn tool 109 65 Part of rho EU 181 Flavorful 1 12 Zer.a's follower 67 Cask 182 Cap 114 Snake 69 Go off the tracks 1 16 Hybrid fruit 70 Card game POWI:i 1 19 Animal skins 71 l':agle ½ Sanit.µy 121 Black 72 Regret Howdy! 124 In - of 74 Town in Texas i Roof part 127 Change the color of 76 Pear-shaped. instrument - Maria 129 Name in Genesis 77 Jewish month t GuU-like bird 131 �cl 79 - and yang Cure-all 132 rick 81 Uncenain state i Heflin or Johnson 136 Son-soap 83 Person Common abbr. 138 Loud sound 85 Sheltered side 9 Roman emperor 140 ?o�d�du- -86 Puc off 10 Warble 142 
88 "Robinson Crwocn 1 1  Kind of French bread 143 In forcin countries writer 12 Tried for office 144 Birthri t seller 90 La.n - not least 13 Form of"John" 146 Hallowed 92 Tapering pillar 14 Separate 147 Not suitable 94 Secular 15 TroP.ical resin 148 f;����dh:dename 96 Mak< lac, 16 Linden and Holbrook 149 97 Mars or Mercury, e.g. 17 They exist sakes 99 End-of-week cry 18 Kingly 151  - f.uale 100 Stabbed 19 Dcns1vc 153 Charters 103 Payable 20 Loathed 156 Moving about 105 �f��;:ufunch 27 Edible portion 157 Seawater 107 31 Mental pictures 158 Neck sarf 1 10 Bus. abbr. 34 Pinna 160 · Rooney oflV 1 1 1  The Emerald Isle 37 Consume 16 1 Kind of cherry 1 13  Brainy 39 Skim or soy 163 City in Peru 1 1 5  Caldron 40 Very cold 165 Sh
"'J' 
remark 1 17  City on the Tiber 42 2�a;o��f�j��d 168 hlec 1 18  Wood. strip 44 170 Lcncn on a compass 120 Compucer memory unit 46 -lvork unit 171 C� the inventor 122 Application 47 172 123 - soda 49 Got larger 174 An atti C 125 Triumphed 51 Unlock, to poets 126 Western Indian 52 Stormed 
F M/NUS 20lQ£'t,RRILLO. DIST. 8Y UFS. INC. 
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SU DOKU High Fives 
5 
2 9 
6 
1 2 
3 
4 8 
2 
7 5 
5 8 3 
2 
8 
5 3 
7 8 
4 6 7 2 9 
6 
5 
7 
9 
5 3 8 4 9 2 6 
2 8 6 4 
6 
3 7 4 
6 8 4 
5 8 1 
5 
7 
8 
6 
7 
4 
3 
HOW TO PLAY: Sudoku High Fives consists of five regular Sudoku grids, sharing one set of 3-by-3 bo1C.es.. Each row, column and set ol 3-by-3 boxes must contain the numbers 1 through 9 without repetition. The nurrbera in any shared set of 3-by-3 boxes apply to each of the lndlvldual Sudokus. 
R P. f./:n/11 by 81 t 619901 orod Tom Gciuer Find the word held In common by the three words In each puzzle. The three solullon words wm form a fourth puzzle. The numbers =;u��/��� !"i!1r� �.z,;�5a:1 :J:s*lt�W.a 
front+ 
doggy+ 
trap+ • + I 
wedding+ 
cigar+ 
jazz+ • 
• 
+ 
. 
I 
• clearance+ fire+ 
yard+ 
FINAL ANSWER r> 'l'l'llM[•l ILOlo LO •OJ.J.OIOI\: 1100•• H'l'ID' nrl' c•••ct 
ASTRO-GRAPH By Beni.icc Bede Osol LIBRA (Sur. 23-0cr. 23) - Harmony ofpurpo&e la always cucnti.al in any joint un.11gcmcnt. If you and your collca�.lC can't Ke eye-to-eye: and ncithu will budge, the relationship is destined 10 fa.ll, SCORPIO (Ocr. 24-Nov. 22) -Should yaur respon,iblllda tum out t0 be much he:avic:r than wwl, in:stcad of �ng u_pRt, try tO 6>cus your mind on the end results. Hopefully, ching, won't look so trying. �Ct� ��Sa t:·o��no!!fu;.�":•:�=����= take it. Some rifu were mule ro be healed. CAPRJCORN (DEC:. 22-JAN. 19) -Effll. though iu thnut migh.t be lcuen­i.ng. do what you can to olfict a di1curbins influence that has disrupted things on the home front lately. AQUAJUUS UAN, 20-Fo. 19) - Don't be provoadve if you encounter a person whose opinions on a touchy maner grcady oppo&e yours. lflt i.5 imposs:iblc fur you to be Raible, don't let the subjccl come up. ��Sn';!! �fi:n:=:� �!C:�t�, tr�itbc �tt: �k,:'1 �d· a fairer dctl if you hope to g-ct one. ARIES (M.ucH 21-Anu .. 19) -Even though you and your ,pedal IOCMODie have each other's best intcrcsu u heart, you don't always see cyc--co-eyc. It might be one of those times, so tread Ug.hdy. 
�!!!1ls=:?;� ;,°J; =�1!·::/si'rt; = �� �f :'friend that goes against your beliefs. Don't be afra.Jd to ,ay no, ��g�;!;� ��!t-;,,�;"��n::�i:.d� :r:: :Ct/bigger deal out of it than it already is •- it will only make manm "'1'00e. ���d u;:zn���J; J�k :tUhi;i:, sl'cir!eljgh�:eill� but wanl, but chances arc your body won't cooperate, LEO UULY 23-Auc. 22) -That pason who wually rubs you the wrong 
;:lO:� ��pt!0a��dt:\:!o°:��::r�,;�:r�=-ang,y, it VIRGO (AUG. 23-Sll!P'T, 22) -To your despair, you might ditaJ'Yft' that a f.unily member hu been spending far too wildly latdy caualag you to be deprived of something you want. 
BY TONY CARRtLLd 
